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THE FIRST TWO R'S

4

Writing has been invented in a variet4 of forms in different

_cultures, though all major writing systems are based on the'

spoken language. Differences among these systems provide

important clues to how the brainlprocesses visual information.

1.;
-

by:Ovtd J. Tzeng and William S-Y. Wang

"Scho61 daySJ school days;

dear old golden. rule days;

reading and writing- -and Irithmetic;

taught t the tune of a hickory stick;..."

The last line of this popular-children's song calls to mind

the old fashioned classroom with its stern discipline-which has

by now all but vanished from the American scene. It also

-highitghts an..interesting fact--that reading and writing are

0,

skillsithat'do not come naturally, the way speech does.

Typicially, by school age, a&child has effortlessly staked up prom

his environment all the basdc structures of the spoken language,

whether it be English, Chi .ese or TelugU.

Learning the.written language, however, is frequently quite

an! process. Millions of people in the world are

illiterate for lack of adequate opportunity. A significant number
. '

f American children have,problems with reading_,and writing-,--even
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with thehelli-of the best facilities. .This contras between the

two forma-of language (speech versus script) is all the more

striking given that.written :!.a.dguage.isj.nvaiiably based on the:

spoken.

6
In evolutionary terms, speech emerged considerably earlier,

many hundred thousand years agO, when our ancestors roamed the.,

grasFlands'fot-food and searched out caves for shelter.

Agriculture :began to replace the'life. style of'the hunter some

twelve thousand yearsago, The earliest precursor of writing

appeared shortly after, even though these did not develop into

full_fledged_writing systems until several_thousand _yeara later.

Clay tokens have been found at sites along the Iran-Iraq

..-border, varying-in size and shape as well as in marks and;:N

perforations. They date back ten millienia or more, and were used:

for simple record keeping. it has been proposed that theseto ens

gave rise to the Sumerian.ideographs (Scientific American June

1978). Incisions found on Neolithic pottery:from some' several -

thousand years.ago at Banpo, China, are believed to be, the direct

precurosors of the Chinese script. These too apparently were a

response to the needs of agricultural.life.

Whereas the sounds of speech fade rapidly in time'and space,

written message enduresand can be carried from 'Pla-e to-Place:

The invention,of writng,_which_occurred-many times-independently

in distadt parts of the world, including'some that have emerged



in modern times, must rank among mankind's highest intellectual

achievements. Without writing, human culture as we know it today

is inconceivable.

All of the major systems of writing are based on the spoken

language, though in ways which are importantly different from

each other. To see these differences more clearly, we need to

clarify what is meant by the following units which are used in

all spoken languages; feature, segment, syllable, morpheme,,and

word. A writing system, or a script, may be categorized according

to how these five types of units are represented in its symbols.

Actually, most writing systems are really composite in that they

typically correspond to two or more different types of units.

Features are elementary components of individual.speech

sounds, but not-full speech segments themselves. Scime familiar

examPles where diacritic symbols in the script correspond to

phonetic features in the speech are the cedilla in French, which
X.

modifies the letter c changing it from a k sound to an s sound

(as in ca); or the tilde in Spanish which Changes a dental n

sound into a palatal n sound (as in senor).

The familiar type of alphabetic scripts that prevail in the

West tod.iy are roughly based on the segment. That is, a-letter in

the script corresponds td_a_consonant-or vowejlEint

speech. The shape of the letters may vary, of courise, such as

between the qyrillic and. Latin alphabets. The correspondence is



'Seldom perfect. So in English, the single letter x may represent

two segments ks, while the two letters th actually represent only

one segment. Nonetheless the ideal match- is one letter for, one

segment. Another aspect of such scripts is that words, rather

than morphemes'or syllables, are separated by spaces.

In speech, the segments combine to form syllables. A

syllable is a natural unit of pronUnciation, typically containing

a vowel and its surrounding consonants. Writing systeMs where the

symbols correspond to syllables are called syllabaries. An

example of a syllabary is the Japanese kanai for instance the

symbol (**) represents the syllable ka:

An interesting script that makes composite use of feature,

segment and syllable is the hangul, devised in Korea in the

middle of the 15th century, during the reign of Kin Sejong, (See_

Figure 1). While the letter4-correspond largelyo speech

segments, there is considerable organization in the design of

these hangul letters to reflect their phonetic features.

Furthermore, these 'Letters are stacked against each other into

square frames, each frame corresponding'to a'Syllable.

So in contrast to English, where the words are separate. by

spaCesv_in_hangul-it is-the-syllable-S-thatare written.aPari., In

a sense hangul is simultaneously an alphabet and a sy04aky.
/

The Korean-hangul is an ingenious invention,and deserves much

further study from a psychalinguistic point of 'view./

-8
_ _
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The Chinese script is the only major wri;:ng system now in

use where a significant number.of the symbols, called logographs,

preserve a direct relation to the morphemes themselves rather

than to the pronunciation of these morphemes, (Scientific

American,-February 1973). Morphemes are the basic units of

meaning which combine to make up words. For instance, the words

bov, boyish and boyishness contain one, two and three morphemes

respectively, even though each is a single word.

A few logographs are derived from stylized pictures, such as

a simiile drawing of a mountain or ofa bird. Through many

centuries of simplification and standardization of/the script, r

_ r

however, the likeness is no longer obvious. Some/other logographs
I

are made up from pieces from which the meaning can be inferred.

The symbol for "good," for instance, is a combination o)1 "woman"

and "child." The logograph for "inch" is formed from that for

"hand" with a dot below showing the_location of the palse on the

wrist; the inference here is that the distance between the two is

an inch.

,f1 However, the great majority of logographs' in the Chinese

script,_over 80%,_are-formed-on a differenCp-firidiple. They have

two parts. One part refers to the semantic category/o.the

morpheme, while the other p t refers to the syllable-With-which

\
the lOgograph\is pronounced. As an example, the .left half of the

logograph for "ocean" means "water," while:the right half

.9
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indicates that it is pronounced with the syllable "yang." So
Q
these logographs have a 'compoSite function--they-may be best

characterized as being morpho-syllabic.

One of the major activities in learning to read is exploring

the correspondence b-,tween the written script and the spoken

language. Since the, correspondence between the printed symbols

and speech in an alphabetic writing system differs from that in a

logographic system, skilled reacers'of either system develop

different processing strategies in order to meet different
//

cognitive requirements." These strategies are so entrenched in the

processing system afte many years of constant-practice that
V

their actuation becom s all but automatic.

For example, a reader of English cannot keep from applying

an abstrct;rule system to tackle the letter-segMent

'correspondences in the.lif7nted words, whereas a reader of Chinese

automatically activates a spatial-Configuration scan at the

logographs. Thus the diversity of writing systems provides

excellent opportunities for investigators of human cognition to
goo

examine how children of different languaAge backgrounds meet

various task remands imposed by different writing,sxstemsOnce_,.

we understand the flexibility and limits ofsuch'AdjUstmente, we

wil be in a bettef position to theorize about basicfreadinTA
,

processes and to design :remedial programs.sto help,°reading

disabled children.



It has been,noted_for quite some -time that a fluent reader-

cannot activate the semantic code of a printed word once he sees

the word. )1al phenomenon can be demonstrated very easily with an

experimental procedure'called the StroOp interference task. In

essence, color names are written in an ink of a different color

(e:g., "GREEN" written in red ink). In the test condition, the

readers are required to name the color of the ink. In the control

condition _ the readers are required to name the colors of a

series of different)color patches. (See Figure 2) .

The-results are\ usually clearcut. The time it takes to name

colors in the test \condition is much longer than the

time it 'takes to name\a series of color patches, in the control

./condition. This is a robust effort that haS been found in

1

language examined.

a series of

\
T

An interesting question arises at thiS point: would the

every

magnitude of the interference(i.e. , the time to name the color

of the color word minus the time to, name the color of the color

patch) differ across the various scripts? The answer isra

decisive YES: logographic scripts produce greater interference
,

than both synabaries and alphabets.
I

The Stroop task can be extended to pairs of languages. For a-

long time researchers have noted that for a bilingual reader the..,.

\

interference-is .reduced if the printed color wordt and the
... .

\'-



responseg arc in different languages. We repli-cated this finding

in-our labozatories for several pairs of languages.

Our results further show that there is a systematic

relatibilShip.between the,.interferenceand the degree of-

similarity between the two scripts.

Insert Table i \about here

This regularity can be seen inithe summary data-in Table -.

Tbe.ordering of the lagt three categorieiwis particularly

.revealing. .Why Should switching between Spanish and Eneish

produce a lesser interferenae than that between French and

English? It is certainl not a priori obvious that Spanish-4nd

English are, orthographically more dissimilar than French and

. .

English (or German, and English). ,However, if we examine the

spellings of color terms across these languages as shown\ift.

Table 2, then the AffptenCe between Spanish\rid English

Spellings-of these: color_termsis eas ly seen to he the greatest.

Insert Table2 about here



e regularity of this finding across these several scripts'

suggest t ,that, the -linguistic cOde.used in reading cannot be

simply,semantiC". Rather,Zthe code contains semantic,'

PhonolOgibai, orthographic '.information.. as an

integrated whole.

,

,' _..,

Can the above,results be an artifact of the speech activity
- N

naming the colors'- aloud? To eliminate\this.6ossibility, we rant
_ .

another*type of experime'rit which was in essence a variant of the

StrOop task;-but it requires no oral response. A pair,of numbers

(e.g.", 6 and 9), were projected onto screen :',rid readers were

asked to choose the larger number by pressing a key. In the

neutral .Cbildition the two numbers a:re written in .dual size.

the incongruent condition, however, the larger number is written;` .,

in a smaller size than the- lesser number. That is the "6"

.

;,4\ ,
appears larger on the screen than the "9," tee Figure 3).

\ '

1t

\
been known that a Stroop-like interference can b

"..
\ .

1demonstrated in that it takes,,longer to ma e a correct choice in

the incongruent condition than in the neutral condition. What

would happen if we used Spelled words instead

'SIX" and "NINE ".)? Oddly enough, the interference

-

disappeared when\the experiment was done for Englisb..However

a parallel experiment was done for Chinese, using.

of Arabic numerals

logographs, instead of alphabetic letters, the interfekence was

again observed.
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We carried the experiment_a step further. A group of

COineSe-En.jlish bilingual readers (with Chinese as their-first
4 4

language) j.0-15-ticipated in the next number-vs-size interference

task. For these readers, all three types of stimuli were used.

Arabi& numerals, English spelling, and Chinese. logographs. As

before, we observed the interference with both Arabic and Chinese

stimuli. Unexpectedly, however, these readers also showed an

interference with the English spelling as well (See Figure 4).

/7

How do we,account for,this last finding? Could this (simply

be due t.o/the
/

fact-that English for them is a language. acquired

later -in life?:Or, iS'it beCause the proceSsing strategy for
- , *

logographs had been transferred.to alphabetic spelling? To choose

between these two. hypotheses,` we next worked with a'group of

Spanish7English bilingual readers. They did the number-cis-size

once with Arabic numerals once spelled in English, and

once spelled.in Spanish (See Figure 5).

The results are unequivocal. The interference occurred only

with the Arabic numerals. Neither Spanish nor English spelling

produced any interference. So the interference observed in the

English word condition for the Chinese-English bilingual readers

was not due\ the 'factor ofisecond language learning.,,C)therwise,

we should observe a similar int' erference effect with the'

Spanish-English bilinguals. The remaining hypothesis, thelij- .

that,these subjects had transferred their reading' habits frOm

logog phs to English spelling.



The evidence we have reviewed so far, from both the color and number

Stroop experiments, supports the contention that the 'script-speech rela-

tions underlying different types of writing systems play an important role

in reading behavior. A reader-of a particular script must assimilate the

orthographic characteristics of that system. That is to say, if the cc,nfigu-

rational property is important in the logograph, then the reader has to pay'

special attentiOnIto the spatial layout of each and every element it contains.

As a consequence, we should expect to observe a greater memorial activity in

the visual system during processing of logographs than of alphabetic script.

With this hypothesis in mind, we set out,to compare the memory performance

of native English readers and native Chinese readers in a serial recall task.

A series of 9 items were presented to subjects either auditorily via

recorder or visually via a slide projector. (In the visual presentations, the

items were in either English spelling or Chinese logographs.) The subjects ---

were asked to' recall the 9 items according tc their positions_inthe series.

The probability of recall was plotted_accor-ding to the item's serial position.

.

These data can be seen in Figure 6.

The memorial. performance of the American readers is consistent with

previous findings from other laboratories. Auditory presentations usually

produce better mcall performance than visual presentations for the terminal
Cl

items. The-data from the Chinese, readers also show that the auditory pre-

sentation is superior to -the yjsual presentation for the last two items

Theinteresting-differencebetween the two groupt is, this ',The Chinete

readers, recalled the min-terminal items consistently better-when th2se were

presented visually4 whereas nO:.suth difference was found for' the AMerican

readers. This superiority of visual presentation for Chinese readers holds

/ .

regardless whether the recall itself was an oralorwritten[iesponte. This



finding suggests visual memory is involved more critically in the processing

of-logographs- than of alphabetic scripts, thus confirming the hypothesis raised

earlier. In fact, it further suggests that the influence of the sensory-

characteristics of the visual information may not be restricted to the very

early stages of proceising, and that reading.different kinds script

into different memory mechanisms which are themselves modality speciic.

---This greater involvement of visual memory in processing logographs can

also be demonstrated with a different type of e%periment. In recent years

experimehtal psichologists have been using a special apparatus called the

tachistoscope (or 7-scape) to investigate the specialization of-functions and

capabilities of each of the two cerebral hemispheres. Basically,-a T-scope

is_a device which enables the experimenters.to present visual images for very

brief periods of time When a subject fixates on a point in the center of

a lighted square within the T-scope, each visual half-field projects to the.

contralateral hemisphere. So, for example, stimuli presented to the right

visual field (RVF) are first processed in the left hemisphere,.andstimull

the left visual field (LVF) to the right hemisphere. By correlating the

levels. of performance on different tasks to the stimuluslocations, most inves

i .

tigators agree that the left hemisphere is tpetialized forsequential- analytic':
. .

ability whereas our right hemisphere is specialized at Gestalt-holistic match

,

of visual patterns.

In our laboratories, the visual half-field technique has,been applied to

study the process of word recognition in various scripts. Theresults are

hardly surprising. For alphabetic-scripts, such as Eriglish and Spanish,

RVF superiority is consistently found, suggestfna:a greater involvement of

left hemisphere functions. This RVF :,iit4ins as well for scripts

like'Arabic and Hebrew, even though here the lettersovn right to left across

the page: In contrast-to.these:scripts, a LVF adv ntage is obseryedwith
.,
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Chinese readers when presented with single logographs, suggesting a greater
1

involvement of right hemisphere functions.
.

The most results come from experiments with Japanese', where a

word can be written with either the -symbols of a t llabary, called kana, or

with logographs,jcalled kanji (which literally means Chinese characters).

With native JaPanese readeri we were able to hold the var.' les of subject,

word and writing direction constantlacross experiments. Underttlese

stances, a LVF_ Advantage was found for the recognition of single log raphs,

whereas a4RVF superiority was found for,the recognition of words written

An kana. Apparently two different perceptual mechanisms are activated to

handle two-distinct types of written symbols.

However, it is important to emphasize that these data should not be taken

to suggest that Chinese and Japanese readers store thousands of logographs

in their right hemispheres and leave their left hemispheres to handle the

Spoken language. Rather, allall " these experiments

is that a Agreater demand of visual processing is inherent in the task of
_

`recognizing logographs, and that meeting such ademand requires a greater

involvement of the right hemisphere'.

It is also.worth noting that recognizing the single logograph is only
-/- 0-

my step toward sentence comprehension in reading. Chinese and Japanese readers

have to putseveral logographs together to'form a "inguistic" word, e.g., the

three characters AAA BBB CCC'for the word library, literally picture-- book

demands

=

hail. Thus the task 'for the recovery of meaning in a word go much

beyond jutt simple recognition of individual-logographs. At this stage of

processing, a greater involvement of left hemispheric function is called for

and one would expect a RVF superiority in the T-scope experiment for such

tasks. The r 4ersal'from a LVF superiori to a RVF superiority in reading

logogrpahs was exactly what we found in Another series of exp,'::,-,nts.



This suggeitt that in reading different'scripts, the initial perceptual

pathways,may be different, later processing may converge on siMilar lin-
_

guistic processes. It is of great theoretical importance to ask where the

convergence occurs and what is the nature Of the resulting linguistic code.

From findings made in our laboratories and in other laboratories, the

answer to the above question seems to be clearcut. As soon as our eyes

fixate on the print, the visual information, combined with contextual infor-
.

nation is automatically transformed into -an abstracf'"word" code which carries

phonological, orthographic (e.g. spelling patterns)', and semantic information.

There is no dispute among psychologists:concerning the availability of the

latter two types of information. There is a controversy, however, over

whether the phonologic0 information is a pre-lexical or post-lexical product,

or whether.it is necessary at all
A

We-prefer to think that the recoding frpM the visually. presented print:14(

a phonblOgiCal:format is an automatic and.lnevitable_process. IRecent:eXpeelmeni
. .1

f

on word recognition.have yielded much evidence for the inevitable. access" of
.4w

phonologicalAnformation. It can be shown that the phonological anomoly inter --
f "A

feres with word recognition at a very early-stage of processing. This-istrue

for the_ recognition of Chinese,wOrds (not single Characters). It is_also

true,fOr the recognition-of Hebrew words, in whiCh vowels are usually deleted' ,

in their spellings. And in Serbo-Croatian writings in whichwords can be

wrItteein either Roman or Cyrillic letters, readers automatically recode the

,/v

printed symbols such as POTOP into two different phonological formats (means

°inundation" and "rotor" in Roman and. Cyrillic 'reading, respectively) even

when they are engaged in only one way of reading.

These results tell us that.nO matter in what types -of writing,systems,A

reader always has:access to the phonological information: It is not true



that reading Chinese logographs does not require such information. A native

Mandarin speaker has difficOlty reading a Cantonese newspaper printed in

Chinatown. It may be more difficult for a Chinese or Japanese child to

establish automaticity in grapheme-sound conversion due to the fact that

phonemic information has not been specified in the characters. That is why
, . \

chanting plays so important a role in the early acquisition of reading

\ .

'

logographs in both China and Japan.

So far we rye been concerned with fluent readers of various writing

systems. It h7 been suggested that different neurolinguistic pathways are.

organized to transform different written scripts into a common linguistic

code. Can this suggestion be corroborated by neurophysidlogicil, data?

Happily, the answer is a positive one. In general, lesions in th temporal

cortex are associated with greater impairment of reading and/or writing of

scripts that are phonemically based, whereas lesions in the posterior,

occipito-parietal/areas and associated with greater impairment in logegraphic

scripts.

And again,itte most striking'data come from the. examination of Japanese
.

aphasie-patientswith respect to their ability to.Use kanji and kana scripts
. 4

o

Sumika Saianuma and herco-wOrkeri in Tokyo have reported that the ability of

Japanese aphasic patients to use these two type-s of scripts can be'selectively

. impaired. Impairment of kana procestiiig emerges typically in the context of

Broca's.aphasia while impairment of kanji processing in characteristic of

.Gogi (word meaning) aphasia. Thus path logical data seems to match rather

nicely with those.ofnormal readers, an unutuallfeat in °Lir, search of the

biological basis for cognition.

The interactions between task demands imposed by various. scripts and tie

patterns of visual field effect in T-scope experiments show, on the one hand,

the flexibilittof our information processing sysimi to adapt to various



orthographic principles. But of equal'importance they reveal the coopera-

tive and integrative_nature of our neurolinguistic activities in reading.

In recent years the discovery of hemis'pheriC specialization has lead

many students of the brain to characterize the two hemispheres as "dominant

vs..nondominint"', "Western vs. Eastern ", "active vs), resting", etc.,.as if

the two hemispheres are two separate brains with two' separate minds. Such

a characterization of our brain function is certainly misleading. Thera is

no, doubt that-hemisphttf.s_specializations'are important properties of.our

brain. However, it is the tollaboration and compensation of various neural

cOmponents working together as an integrated whole that is the most important

hallmark of human cognition.

The diversity 41 scripts and the associated information processing

strategies-reveal the intricate symbol thought interaction which touches the

very-Core-of the nature of cognition. Inevitably,we areled to wonder to

what extent are the ensuing differences in cognitive styles ultimately-respon

.sible for more global differences among cultures. It seems that, here

again, we are at once the creator and the product of our media.



Figure legends:

' 1. The_Korean Hangul writing system was devised in the middle of the 15th

century during the reign' of,King Sejong. This system makes more systematic

use of the phonetic features of the spoken language than any other ortho-
,

graphy, King Sejong continues to be widely revered today for,this invention.

These photographs, taken byDr./Namgui Chang, are of King Sejong's status,

which sits at the center of the Duksu Palace Gardens in Seoul. On the T

___shaped_plaque in the inset, /the 17.symbols in the top row represent consonant

_-

sounds, the 11 symbols in the bottoth row represent vowel sounds,

2. The Stroop effect is/used to measure the amount. of interference that words

have on naming objects/ You are invited to name the colors of the blocks-in
-

the top two rows as qUickly as possible. Then try. to name the colors of. the

/

English words'in the-next two rows as quickly as-possibleti.-do'not read the

words! The greater difficultY.in penforming'the.seconditask:isan =index of
\

"how directly the written words are cot/Pled to their meanings. The lower

rows are written in Chinese, Sparrish and Japanese-kana..

3. In this figure, the smaller number is written in a larger size. This in-

congruence between'the number and its size causes a delay in the time the sub-

ject Peeds.to decide which number is larger. However, the amount of delay

varies accoridng to which script the numbers are written in. The numbers

illustrated here are written in Arabic numerals, in Englihs, Chinese and

Spanish.

4. This figure shoWs the performance of Chinese readers in making number .

judgments when the stimuli are presented in different scripts, See discuisiOn

in text..

,



5. This figure shows the reaction times 6f Spanish readers in making

number judgments when the stimuli are presented in different scripts. See

discussion in text.

1

6. The figure shows the results of the serial position effect as it differs

between English and Chinese. In both languages, recall of the last items!

in the series is better-in the auditory modality. However, the early items

are recalled better in Chinese when they are presenteci'visually, whereas/in

English there is no such difference. This finding highlights the influence__

of the script on memory proceiies1'

1
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ESTIMATED REDUCTION OF STROOP INTERFERENCE EFFECtl-AS A RESULT

OF SWITCHING LANGUAGES FOR VARIOUS TYPES OF 'BILINGUAL SUBJECTS,

'DATA WERE TAKEN.FROM DYER (1972), PRESTON AND LAMBERT (1979);

AND FROM TZENG,,,_ FANG, AND ALYA(IN,PRESS),

CHINESE-ENGLISH

JAPANESE -ENGLI SH

KANI

KANA_

168 MSEC,

HUNGARIAN- ENGLISH

SPANISH ENGLISH

GERMAN-ENGLISH

FRENCH-ENGLISH

144 MSEC

120 MSEC,

112 AsEc.
ri

,

78 AiEc,

36 MSEC,

33 MSEC,



TABLE2

.COLOR NAMES USED IN THESE EXPERIMENT ACROSS LANGUAGES,

ENGLISH RED BLUE- 'GREEN BROWN

GERMAN ROT 'BLAU GRUN- BRAUN,.

FRENCH ROUGE BLEU VERT'

SPANISH Rojo AZUL VERDE CAFE

PiROS KEK r(iLD BARNA
'HUNGARIAN



N1'1 PURPLE

is VERh v
i/

PURPLE'' :RED GREEN
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Chapter Two

Cognitive Processing of Various Orthographies

Ovid J. L., Tzeng
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Introduction

.
.

. .
.

In recent years, reading research has become a significant interdiscipli-

nary endeavor with contributions from such diverse fields as anthropology,

artificial intelligence, ,cognitive psychology, educational psychology, lin-

guistics, and neurbiinguistics. The concerns are not only with how we acquire

ihe skill of fluent .reading, but also with the behavioral and social/.

consequencies of the success or failure to become literate in a technology=

expansion society. .But for experimental psychologists, such a revival inter-
,

est in. reading research has a. special meaning. Historically, the systeMatio

study of the processes` involved in readingcan be traced back Wundt' s

laboratory' where sensation, perception. aid reaction time'experiments became

some of the foremost concerns of a newly founded discipline. In those early

years, basic reading research was considered to be one of-the major tools of

analyzing tho contents of mind. In fact, shortly atter the establishment of

the first expexUental psychOlOgical laboratory; James &Keen Cattell, Wundt'

first American student, wrote his dissertation on the topic of reading.

.

1908 Edmund: Burke Huey published his monumental work, The Psychology 6f

Reading and Ileletsm (Huey, 1908, 1968), in which most of the reading research

of this early period was carefully and scholarly summarized. .pddly enough,

soon after .the publication of this book, the proliferation of basic research

in reading Suddenly came to an end' and experiientalpsychologista'. in:,erest ,in

mental processes gave way to the analysis and specification' of theHfunCtional

.relationehip bet*een Stimulus and Response in behavioral act. Furthermore,

verbal learning,experiments-lt-the Ebbingheue-tradition beteme the focUA-Alf;
. .

_

research on the analisis of verbal behaviors. Even within the educatiOn

circleinvestigators were preoccupied with a concern for assessment and as



I)

Kolers commented in his introduction to the 1968 reprinting of Huey's book,

'remarkably little empirical information
has been added to what Huey knew"

(Huey, 1908, 1968, p. xiv).

The return of interest in basic reading research was brought by several

important forces.. First, the ranaiasance of the Cartesian idea of innate-

ness" led by .Chomskian transformational linguists shifted researchers' atten-
,

tion from 'descriptions of.adrfsce structure toward analyses of deeper struc-

tures'iv natural languages. Second, advances in computer technolOgy in both,

r

hardware and software created a new research technique, namely cOmputer

simulations of the higher mental processes such as problem-savirig, thinking,

and comprehension. CompaiiiOns of such "artificial intelltgende" on the one-

hand and "natural cognitive behaviors" on the other have continued to senerate

insights into our understanding of-understanding. Third, the psyohochronome-

trrc procedure (i.e.,
reactiontiMeexperiments), abandoned after, condemnation

of Dondeee eubbrectioh 'method, has deVelopedl to a level of sophistidation

sdch .that its'reliabilitY can' _be established independent of the stbehastical

processes involved (Sternberg, 1970, rosner 1971').. Such procedures have'been

proven .to be usefdl for experiments of word recognition, lexical. dedisioh,

'sentence verifidation, and inferential. prodesses in comprehending texts.

Furthermore, reaction time eiPeriments are usually, accompanied by complicated

models of information proceset*.which attempt to±sneoify, basic inter44,.

stages,es 4611 as their interactions:during reading. Fourth, a great deal of

knowledge concerning differentlevels of .Speech-hignals has been accumulated

in -the experidentel analysie'., 'Of speech perceptionrand production

_7;nowledge enables.inveatigitOrs to more precisely specify the actipt/speech.

relationship embedded in various writing systems and to .examine the.-.rola, of



.

speech in processing- printed materials (Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly, &

_Shaakweilet, 1980). Fifth, and possibly most important, Rudolf Flesch .pub-

P
lished a book in1935 called Why Johnny Can't Read. This book had an enormous

impact on the public and the issue of reading problems soon became a national
1

concern. Consequently, federal funding for/ basic research related to the

improvement of education was appropriated iby Congress, with the goals ol
$

strengthening the scientific and technological foundation of education (Venez-

s

ky, 1977). Undoubtedly, the availability of financial support plus the

cognitive reorientation within experimental psYchology will sustain, a vigorous

pace in basic reading redearch,'hopefUlly4with many fruitful results.

1. ! .

'While. the experimental research in/reading is gaining its momentum; and

rigorous and ingenious experiments are being. designed to'investigate basid

reading processes from letter identifidation to textcomprehensioni'an impor--

tent question should be raised: Whylhas the issue of orthography never been

addressed in the discuision of ;eliding and its acquisition? Certainly,

,
English is not the only written script available for reading. Feopleof other

languages have been reading-.OtheitypeWofAicripii,Which bear-very. diffetet

script7speech relationships as cOmpared$:to the alphabetic principle of English.

script. What effects of these .orthographicviriations may have on. basic
. . .

reading processes and on theaCqUisition of reading Skills hein ,not been

systematically investigated. Conceivably, depending on the level, of spoken

language-a certain type of !orthography attempts to transcribe, readers of:that

orthography' may be subject to diffeient task demendt: Thus the only way that

xe may hope to achieve understanding of-reading processes in artioular

and of human cognitionin general it through a thorough _comparative reading

research across different spoken'and written languages. The pUrpose of this



chapter is to give a

relation to reading.

link for experimental

II

1

general review of the issue of orthography and its

In the following sections, I hope to provide a missing
_

psychologists' research on reading.

The Issue of. Orthography

Ever since Rozin,poritsky, and Sotaky 197/) successfully taught a gro P

of second-'grade non-readers in Philadelphia to read Chinese, , re ques+,,2n has

been repeatedly raised: .
If Johnny can't reac, does that mean Johnny really

can't read in n-general or Johnny just can't read English in partiar? To he

reading specialists, educational psychologists, snd cognitive psychologiss

who are interested in the visual information proceising of printed materials,

such a question is of empiAcal, practical, and theoretical importance' with\

respect to' the understanding of reading behavior. At the empirical level, is \\

it true that some writing systems are. easier to learn than othei..! alt' .the

applied level, what degree could reading disorders such as dyslexia be avoided

used for a certain typebecause a certain

spoken language?

relations between

writing system happens t be of

At-the theoretical level, one must start to untangle the

. .

scripts 6:id speech. .Research efforts should be 'directed

-toward - uncovering' strategic differences at various 1.evels of information

processing-(e.g., featUre-extraction,letter identification, word recognition,

etc.) -With. respect ..to the reading Of different.eriting systems. These

_analyses may `result in a new form, of. lingnisti& determinism (cf. Scribner .1k

Cole, 1978; Tseng &Edna, 1980).



The invention of written symbols to representspoken language was a great,

achieVement in thellietory of mankind. With the advent-of writing, communica-
.

tion was expanded and the limitations of space and time (which are usually

imposed upon oral communication) were overcome. There have been many writing

systems for many different types of spoke languages. The basic d-!.sign

principles can be divtded into two different categories. One category

/

includes a progression from the early ssmasiograph which expresses a general

idea in picture drawings rather than a sequence of words in a sentete,

logographs with each:Symbol expressing p single particular-morpheme. The

---------obtasit-underlying:the-development-of
this-type_of_brth.grephZ_is to map the

written Symbols directly onto meaning. The second category of writing system.

includes a'progrees!.od from the rebus system (a representation of a word or

phrase by pictures thatsuggest how it is aaidt in the spoken language, e.g

for idea) to syllabaries and, final4y; to the alphabet. The concept

behind this type of orthography is soundiwriting. Undoubtedly, the evolution

and Persistence of a certain type of writing depends to a great degree on the

special Characteristics of its corresponding spoken language (a review of the

development of various types of writing syste7s can be found in Huig & Txengi

in press)'. Since spoken languages differ considerably, diversity in writing

systems is Lo be expected.

The diveisity of'writing.systems raises an important question: Whether

or not acquisition of reading :Skill 'lb facilitated or hindered by howithe

--spoken language is.represehted in print. This question has become Of.major

concern among, reading specialists Gibson'& loran 1975; Gleitmanf

.Roxin,r 1977; Liberm'an, Liberman Mattingly, 4 Shankweiler,'1980);:as

a3gnitive psychologists who are interested in the effect ofOrthcographi(



Aifferences on visual information processing (tiederman & Tsao, 1979; Park &

Arbuckle, 1977; Lukatela & Turvey, 1980; Tzeng & Hung, 1980; Tzeng, Hung, &

Cerro, 1978; Tzeng, Hung, & 'Wang, 1977) It is not unreasonable to conjecture

that human information processing strategies may, differ becauss the inform-

tion is pxesentA4 in different formats. For example, it has been suggested"

that tte meaning *of words and of pictures are recovered 'via different

processing routes (Paivio, 1971)... Thus, depending upon how meanings are;

represented in print (i.e. 'what type of writing system is usod), a reader may`

have to develop different processing strategies in order to achi ve reading

_proficiency- By comparkng the experimental-re3ults:of-reading-behavior-aorosi

languages as well as across different writing oystems, we should be able to

gain some insights into, the various intricate processes involved in ieading.

The present paperWill,address'the.issue of orthography: Its purpose'is

to briefly' reviet(, results of cross-lnhgUagejresearch and-comparative. reading

studies in oider-to achieve a better theoretical and practical understanding.
.

of. the fundamental psychological processes of reading behavior, both:in the

acquisition and in their developed functioning. With the assumption

-different orthographies mayencourage the use of different processing strateg-

ies (in fact, Hung & Tseng, in presSe provide much needed empirical evidence

to support this assumption); we can easily appreciate the general advantage of

such -cross-language and cross-writing-system studies. By studying,-the-

processes used to read and to learn to read in each writing system, we can

learn what the riinge of:possihilities is. Knowledge of the possible processes
,

used would be of theoretical interest to those who try to build theories of

cognitive processes from reading research (e.g., Mv-ton's logogen model,

1969). It would 'also be valuable in applications sueh as the modificition of

I



orthographieb Grimes a Gordon's discussion of problems encountered in coh-

sstructing written languages for many .-American Indian languages

Furthermore, delineating the similarities and differences of reading processes

bptween different writing. systems will help to build an-efficient,reading

instruction progri.m which will benefit- those bilingual Childrem (recent

refugees and other minority' children) who ara,,,Linitier4 or.simultanebusli

,ta4ght to read in writing systems other than English orthography. Kith these,
- -

general\itatementein mind,.; let us now examine various grapheme- speech mapping

relationihips embedded in different types of orthographies and see hOWmuch-=-,

orthograpbid,variationsaffect
the.processing-strategy of both beginning and-.:

o

fluent readers.

Relati.ons Between §9:t, t and` Speech

The: relationship :between rviitten. scripts and Spoken language seeM, so u

clone that one Would expect that anyone'who is able to speak Should be able .f

md, This is siMply dot the case. For all normal childron, spoken language

seems to require no Special effort to learn. On the other hand,*learning to-

read requires a relatively Iota ktriod of special training and depends heavile.;,

on intelligence motivation, and soCial-cultUral factOrs. with .80 muW

effort being diricied toward the acquisition of reading skills

child is blessed with the ability:twyead. Two psychologists of

summarized the itate.Ofaffairsby saying,

visual, perceptual problem; the': problem' is
513

not ever,

reading have

with reading is no

the.` eye ie not

biologically adapted to language" (Gleitman & &min, 1977; p. 3).



k. latter. In fa t, 'except for the earlier semasiography (dating back at least

as !sr' as 20,009 B.C.) which used pictorial representations to refer to

.meaning directly, most writing systems of the world loday are parasitic, in

various 'forms, on their corresponding spoken language. Since their develop-

There is a general concensus that 'written languages evolved much later

than spoken languages and that,- in some way the former attempted tJ mimic the
/

ment is largely based on speech, the scripts are all oorrelated with the pre-

-existing units 'of. the .spoken, languages But,. the exact nature of this

correlation' varies across languages. That is, since there are many'levels of

4
-representationfor a spoken language,-the transcription of visual syMbols'into

the'epoken language can be achieved in many clitfereirt ways. Let us examine

.theie relationships more closely.

Linguists Commonly recognize three classes of phonetic segments: phones,

phonemes and'morphophonemes (in order of increasing abstracteness). The

segments group together horizontally into larger sequences the mora and the

syllable. These distinctions can to seen in the Japanese Kane script. For --

example, at the phoneme level, an utterance like "komban" has 6 phonemes

represented by six different Roman letters. At a more concrete level, this

'same utterance contains 2 syllable:4 but 4 mores, because each of the nasal

consonants counts ima-an.additional mora. Thus,-the word is written frith 4

Kank-MYmbols-euch The cortesponding-Kanji, however; con-.

tains lust 2 logographs such as

on syllables: These different script-speech relationships have important .

, since Chinese script is based
-^.

psychological implications for the learner. Recent'speech perception resparch

indicates that syllables are the smallest coherent units of speech: they tend

to be physically undissectible, they are the smallest pronounceable units of



speech, and they may be produced in

Therefore, grapheme-speech mapping a

Abstract

preplanned units (Liberman, 1970).

syllable level should be less

or at the level of phon6mes.

the

than that at the level of moras

Moreover, it <has been reported that few reading disability childrem are

observed in writing zystems with concrete scxipt7speech relationships

the Japanese syllabaries and Chinese logographs- (Makita, 1968; Tzeng & Hung

1980).

If we look back at the history of writing, we discover that ,the

appearance of various typal of writing ,systems, proceed§ in a certain direc7

tion. In a sense, the transcription initially, starts Pt the deepest level,,

the conceptual gist (e..g., picture drawing*J),then gradually shifts outward to'

the surface level, the sounds. At each step, the unique-and concrete ways of

representing meaning give way to a smaller but more general set of'written

ymbols. In other words, the efficiency of writing is achieved at the coat

sacrificing the more direct link to the underlying meaning, and, consequently,

the grapheme-meaning relationship becomes more and more abstract.

Thel traditinnal classification of orthographies into logographic, sylla

bic. and '-zinhatetic modes Captures three 'types: of script - speech tapping

For our present purposes,. we will review the essentials of

these relationships, however, "'II detailed and in-depth analysis of such

relationships can be found in Hung,and Tzeng (in press).

LogographirepresentSApeech at:the level of theMorpheme rather than the

. word, so that f.;ach logOgram stands for the

rAmains.00nstant regardless

Marking,,.elementsi- such is tense, number gender; and

sMalleAt:meaningfUl unit

of dyntactic\structure.

and its

That is,

so on,:are



lintroduced by adding other morpheme characters rather than modifying the form

of a particular character. For example, in Chinese logographs, la, went, and

gonere expressed' by exactly the same character

oxen are expressed by the single character,

,rand both 07 and

. This perceptual

constancy must provide a certain advantage over those writing systems,, such as

the English alphabet which require the marking of grammatical inflections at

the word level'. Thus, the learning of a logographic system may have initial

success, as longFTas the characters to be learned are kept- distinctively

different. Is more characters are introduced, however, they are bound to have

similarities to the previously learhed characters (after all, the number of

basic strokes in Chinese character formation is only eight!). r.Wh7tever

initial cues a young reader 'empaoys tend to fail as more characters are

learned, confusion sets in, and learning is ,disrupted until other memory.

strategies can be used (Samuels, 1976).
. -

The syllabary represents speech at level of the syllable, a perceptu-k

ally identifiable unit with a reduced set symbols. For a beginning reader,

the match between each symbol and each /perceived sound makes the translation

of visual arrays into the speech code much easier. The concept of mapping the
. °

secondary linguistic activity. (i.e. , reading) onto the primary linguistic

activity (i.e., speech) can be acquired earlier through direct perceptual-

associative links. However, the initial success- of learning a syllabary

starts to collapse soon as a large number of lexical items-are learned and

the problem of homophones sets in or example confusions over:segmentoati

(correspondinuexampless in-English would be :12:dtgyis vs. to-jet-hers a-muse

vs. am-use, etc.) tend to\pile up during ordinary reading (SUzuki, 1963).

Special processing strategies are required with great, demande on the reader

for the linguistic parsing of a syllabary text (Scribner Cole, 1979).
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Finally, an alphabetic writing system represents speech ct the morphopho-
/

nemic level such that'the grapheme-sound-meaning relationhip islopaque. This

1

requires a highly anal tical processing strategy in order Ico unpack the

meaning encoded in word that are composed of a sill further reduced set of

-symbols. The abstractn s of such a multi-levelrepresentation may be optimal

for fluent readers (Chomaky d Halle, 1968). 56wever, it poses fa great deal of

difficulty for'those beginning readers w
,

cognitive ability has not yet

reached the level necessary -for extracting the orthographic regularities

embedded in the writtefi words. //

There is ale# an important ,contrast .between logographic

"scripts with respect to how ,symbols are stacked together/to

..spoken language graphically, For example, in English script,

largely determined on the basis of words. Man, igentleman, gentlemanly,

% . 1

ungentlemanly, and ungentlemanliness are each written as alsingle word, even

d alphabetic

represent

spaces

the

are

though the last word _contains 5 morphemes while the first word contains only

1 In Chinese script, on the other hand, the spacing is based on morphemes

and each morpheme is in fact a syllable. So, a word like tricycle has three

morphemes.in Chinese (three. *heel vehicle) and

characters, r ,,j

. I

is therefo re written with 3

syllables.and read as three distinctI

Perceptually, the grapheme-sound mapping in Chinese is 1sliectete
I

English script the relation i3 continuous and at a more abstract level.

while in

The grapheme -sound mapping in these two languages may haVe different

implications: forY-the beginning readers, of these two scripts. .For;:-Chinese

.children, the written array is dissected syllable.by4Byllable and thus his a

one -to -one correspondence with the syllabic boundaries of the spoken language;

-



Because of the multi-leyel representatidn, a reader of English,, on the other'

hand, may have to g6'through a morphophonemic process in which (a) words are

first parsed into morphemes and then (b) symbol-sound relationships can

(Venezky, 1970). Furthermore, phonological rues are necessary-in order to

derive the phonetic formia.g., to, get /man/ for sign). These processes-are,

very abstract and may, therefore, beAuite difficult for the beginning reader.'

As we look back at these historical changes, we see that the evolution of

systems follows a single developmental:pattern. At every advance, the

number, of symbols in the script decreases and, as a direct consequence, the

abstractness of the relationship between script and speech increasec, ?hie

pattern of development seems to parallel . the general trend of cognitive

develoPment in children. Results from, two independent lines of research are

of particular interest. First, anthropological studies (Laboratory of Compar-.

ative Human Cognition, 1979) have shown that children's conceptualization of

the printed s',Tays ina text proceeds from pictures to ideas, to syllables,

and finally,.to'iordness.7 Second, according to E. Gibson (1977), one of the

major trends in children's perceptual development is the increasing specifLi=-,

ty of correspondence between what, is 4erceived and the information in

stimulation, as a-beginning reader progresses from the whole to the differen-

tiation of the whole, and then to. the synthesis of the parts. to a more

meaningful Whole. In a sense, the ontogenyoofcognitive behavlorseems to _

recapitulate the, evolutionary history' of Orthographies. Certainly, this

-cannot bp simily'a bioldgical-coincidence (Gleitman- d Rozin, 1977) Such

paralleliem implicates the importance of a match between the cognitive ability

of the reader and the task, demand impC'sed by the specific orthographic

structure of the scripts. One is almost temrted to cnggest that orthographic



structure in figriting system must somehow mold the cognitive processes of its

In fact, it has been claiked that the processes involved inreaders.

extracting meaning from a printed array depend' to some degree on how the

information is represented graphically .(Besner & Coltheart, 1979; Brooks,

1977; Tzeng & Hung, in press). It.is therefore conceivable thatodifferent

cognitive strategies are required to achieve reading efficiency in various

writing systems. One particular concern is whether these different cognitive

requirements imposed by' various script-speech relations impose a permanent

constraint on our.visual inforMation processing-Strategies, such that readers

of different scripts learn to organize the visual world in radically different

ways. Evidence.for such a:new "linguistic relativity" hypothesis can be found

in pape7s discussing-the "weak" version of the so-called Whorfian hypothesis

(Tzeng & Hung', in press) and in recent, ethnographic studies on the behavioral

consequences of becoming literate in various types of Vai writing systems

(Scribner & Cole, 1978). Cross-language and cross- writing system comparisons

are.certainly needed to help us answer this and other questions.

Orthographic Variations-and Cognitive Processes

We have reviewed the general background for the development of various

types of written scripts. We. have also briefly. discussed the linguistic

status, of each of -the.

embedded .script- speech

behavioral consequerfces

recently been tackled

three major\types of 'orthographies in terms of its

relationship. \Let us-now.turn our - attention to the

of ihese variations. There are many iss---4 which have

by cognitive psychologists, anthropologists, and by

neurolinguists. Among them,

bilingual literaci.'

our, concern Will focus on those having to do with



1. Reading Disability

While the problem of reading disability is pervasive in languages'

adopting the alphabetic principle (e.g.; English, German, Spanieh, etc.), the

rIrity of reading disability at the beginning level his been noted in

languages adopting syllabic and logographic systems (Makita, 196S;Tzeng &

Hung, 1980). '-Makita attributes the success of Japaneie initial reading

instruction to the fact that Kane ;Scripts have. one-to-one grapheme- -sound
. ,

correspondence. ;.Hakaioto-and-Mikita (1973) further show that many Japanese

children learn Kane symbols without formal instruction before they enter:

,school. On the other hand, Tzeng and Hung. attempt to account for the success

of Chinese instruction in terms nf,lingUistic considerations. They point out

that Chinese, as a logographic script, is meant to express a single particular
-4

morpheme while ignoring many grammatical marking element (e.g., 1 WANT GO

instead of. I WANTED TO GO). That is, the character remains the same

regardless of syntactical changes. In Chinese the character-speech mapping

is morphosyllabic in nature. Thus, for Chinese caldrenthe task of learning

to read, means simpay-to:learn to associate each npoken syllable with

particular character of,tr::Osignitedmeaning. Is general, th;vorientation and

the number' of strokeshich:torm the basis of a Character bear no, relationship:

to the sound of the spoken word. EVen though the majority of modern Chinese

characters are phonograms (Wang,411 press), the success rate of using a base

Character to sound out-another cheracteris estimated to be low (less than 39%

according.to-a reCelt4ralyais of Zhou, 1970. This lack of aymbol-tosoUnd

correapondence leaves the beginning readers a, most' straightforward -way (and

probablythe only way). tOHmester'thoitandsof distinctiVe characters,

the Way of rote memorisation.` This situation is very different from

/ . /

namely,

that of



. .

learning an alphabetic script where one has to be able to extract orthographic.

regUlarities embedded in written words in order to figure out the letter-sound

correspondence rules, Therefore, beginning readers of. Chinese. (when the

number of characters-to be-memorized is still limited) face a concrete:

learning situation than those who are learning: the alphabetic writing system.

The ease. of acquisition of the :logographic system is further` attested by
. .

widely cited study in Philadelphia 'in which. a group of second-grade school

children with 'serious reading prOblems that had resisted even after extensive

tutoring by conventional methods were able. to make rapid progress in learning

and reading materials written in Chinese characters (Rozin, Poritsky, A

Sotsky, 1971).

While the evidence seems to be impressive, one has to be cautious

interpreting results reported in the above studieS. The, study, reported

Makita (1968) 'and the one cited in Tzeng_and Hung (1980) were both crude

survey reports. Questionnaires were ,sent to school teachers and pre-
,

designated questions were framed in a manner far from satisfactc*?y. Moreover,

in both Japan and Taiwan where literacy is highly valued and .a great deal of

social pressure is always imposed upon schools to make the schools look good,

a si'Aple survey on reading disability can never tell the whole story. For one

thing Xakita claimed that Kane is easy to learn because it maps onto

-sound at the level of syllable. However, linguistic analysis shows that Kane

in fact maps onto the sound at-'-the level of mora (Wang, in press), a aMaller

but more:abistract unit than the syllable. And there is-a report Japanese

children:dohave problems dealing with mora (Sakamoto, 1980). Furthermore;

different countries baire different criteria Tor reading disability. Th4s,

\
such evidence as-.provided by Mikita and by Tteng and Hung, without appropriate



O

cross-cultural control, cannot be interpreted too enthusiastically. Rozin et

(1971.) data iv, interesting but methOdological weaknesses make it less

impressive than at its first appearance; Other criticisms have been advanced

In Tteng et-a. 6977). It is

a limited numbexl of Chinese characters does not qualify a person as a

successful. learAer of Chinese. The essential difficulty of learning Chinese

scripts lies in its huge number of d!stinctive characters. ROzin et al.'s

success in teaching second-grade non-readsrs in English to read "first" grate

or lower materials in Chinese is hardly surprising.

I think it_is fair, to say that no hard evidence so far has been provided

to support the rarity of reading disability ir- a certain type of orthography

important to get one thing straight: Learning

as compared to other types of orthographies. However, at different stages of

learning seems to be impeded by diffIrent kinds of difficulties.

This is not surprising. Readers of a logographic script must face the problem

of memorizing, a Vast amount of distinctive characters. Readers of a syllabary

must search for invariance* at one level while readers of an alphabetic system

still another level. The commonality is that learning to read effectively is

dictated by the special script-speech relationship embedded in a particular

orthography. It is no wonder that the Ilnguistic awareness of one's own

language, becomes a prerequisite condition of successful learning in the

beginning \readers. --This-is especially -true in the alphabetic scripts -with

deep. phonOlOgy: (Such as English, see Liberman, Liberman, Matting4i &

Shankweiler, 1980; Mattingly, 1979).



2.. Neuropsychological Diffe ence.

We know that in Japanese the ee different types oescripts (four if. you

consider the prevalent use of ro aji) are used to represent text. So,

fluent reader of Japanese has to knew all three types of ,scripts, nanely,

Kenji, Kitakana, and Hiragana). SasS uma and her associates
\ I
(for -a more

detailed review of Sad/Wimp's work,' see' H & Tzeng, in press) have presented

evidence Showing that the ability of Japanese aphasic patients -to use Kanji

and Kana scripts may be selectively related o the specific type of aphasic.,,

disorder. Careful examination- of the patients' performance suggested that

impairment of Kana processing typically oocurred in the cdntext of theoverall

syndrome known as Broca's aphasia, while impairment of Kenji was characteria-
,

tic of Gogi (word, meaning) aphasia. ,The; implication is.:that phonetic-baaed

scripts .such as Kane and logoeraphic-4based script such as Kenji require

different brain location in. their visual infortation processing. But hie

structural interpretation may _not be necessary. Empirical research with

'Chinese characters by Tzeng et al; (1977) and theon-going research into the

relationship-bet*een reading and speech by'the Haskins groupjLiberman et

1977) point to the importance of the auditory shori-term store as necessary to

primary linguistiC activity such as Compreheneion and

information may require phonetic storage at

ing. The results reported by Sasanuma-and

notes independent neural processing of the

but as'

that corphologi..al

an intermediate stage of procitas-

her associates may be interpreted

phonetic and morphemic components,

differentialrealilation of two levels of linguistic awareness (Brick7

son, Mattingly & Turvey, 1977). Although clinical evidence suth as the 'above-

case has its-limit '--;!?'1 generalizability, the observation of selective impair-:

meat in reading Kenji and:Kana scripts among the Japanese aphasic patient,
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nevertheless demonstrates differential task demands imposed by these two

scripts.

Sasanuma's (1974) findings quickly prompted another series-..-ofresearch-

'which is concerned with whether ths'visual lateralization effect (i.e.,

hemispheric dominance) would show differential
patterns:depending on Whether

phonetic scripts (e.g" Japanese Kana,
English alphabet, etc.) or logographic

scripts (e.g., Chinese logographic and Arabic numerals) are employed as

°

stimuli. The term "laterelization refers to the different functions of the

left or right cerebral hemispheres. Mishkin and Forgays (1952) tichistosc014-

craly exposed English words to either the right-visual-field (RVF) or left

visual-field and found a differential accuracy of recognition, favoring words

presented to the RVF, suggesting a left hemisphere superiority effect. On the

other hand, research investigating whether thF asymmetric visual field effects

are subject to the influence of variations in the .orthographic structure

generally reports a different pattern. For instance, processing Yiddish words

has been found to show a left visual field advantage and the habit of visual

,

scanning dUring reading was suggested to::AssiUme an important role infAhe:

visual half-field experimmt. The unique stilesof Kanji'and Kend:::Sylabols

provide a testing ground for theories of cerebral:orwization. Aiirataand,

Osaka p967) and Matta (1976) bOth -found a duprior perfOrmance o the...left'

hemisphere in the processing of` ana eymbols. This feltultis:iimilar-tothOSe
,, ,

41'

obtained with.alphabetic r ting2'.-Recontly, Hatta (1.977) repOrted an experi-.:

sent measuring recognition cdurecy of Kanji-characters and found a.J,VYL(right:.

hemisphere) superiority for both
characters. Also

using a recognition prodedure, Sasanuma, Itoh, Mori, end gobe.yashi (1977)

presented Kana:andKanji-,wora to normal eubjecti and 'found atiignlficant.WF

MM.



superiority for the retog tion of Kane words 114 a nonsi

LVF superiority for Kanj characters. Thus, it seems

--based- symbols such as English words and Japanese

cantNtrendof

for thciie SOund

Kane scripts, a RVF-441:N.:,

superiority effect 'is to be expected-in a tachistOschpic
/

while e,LVF-RH superiority effect is to be expected for the recognition o

Kanjillogographs. Controversy arises immediately concerning the reliability

of the Kenji effect. Previous experiments conducted by

1 -

recognition 9task..

(1972) as' well as.: by Hardyck, Tzeng,"-And

.rtiported significant RVF

characters. Thus, the

Kersner and ,Jeng

Wang (1977) with Chinese subjects

superiority effedt, in the processing of Chinese

cerebral orthography-specific localiiation hypothesis

dy .by_ Tzeng et_

this, issue. They found that, in fact, the INF

proposed:Thy Matta (1977)--is--questionable.k-recent

al. (1979) shed light on

superiority was only obtained with recogiition of single 'Imaracters; a RVF

advantage --einittar to -with---alphabetic_mategials, was observed

when:twoor:more characters which make up al.inguistic term we're used._ Tieng

. interpreted these differential visual lateralization effects re-

flecting the fUnction-specifio'property of the two hemispheres and rejected-.

the orthography-specific s=localizition hypothesis. This interpretation, was-
,

further supported_ _by an!s (Personal communication) results that even; -,with

only-the' .simple naming task showed.a INF right hemisphere

dominance; e-more complicated. graimatical classification task 'showed

hemisphere doMinande Therefore,the,oVidence---for
differential 14ain

tionsin processing phonetic-based
and.logographiC 'scripts 'does seem

._

far.:_is these: funOtionsare.-interpreted wih/reiPeOt todifferential"fi



So far, I have briefly reviewed research on effects of orthographic

variations on cerebral lateralization using-two different approaches, namely,

the brain lesion approach and the -victual half-field experimental approach. It

is true that differences, were found in the clinical and experimental studies

resulting from reading different orthographies.i One may want to interpret
, .

these data as supporfing-theThipothesia of hemispheric specificity However,
.

_ ---

Hung and Tzeng (in press) .offers an .aliernative interpretation in terms of

differential knowledge structures. According to them, the two. different

(i.e., 'recognizing kanji vs. kana scripts) may be

Viewed 'as reflecting two different types of acquired 'knowledge,: namely,
A

knowing that versus knowing how. The former represents information that is

data-based or declarative, whereas the litter represents information that is

based on rules or procedures, (Kolers, 1979)'. According to Mattingly (1972),
_ .

operations with theee,two types of knowledge require two different levels of

"linguistiC awareness." Whereas the realization of knowledge that requires !

only a pr ary.linguistic activity (or Level I ability in terms of Jensen'

..- !

(1973) clrssification), the recitation of knowing how requires a more

abstract econdary linguistic activity (or Jensen's level II ability). The i
.

imbalance between kanji and kana impairments obrarved in Japanese aphasics
1

(Sasanuma, 1974) may be the result'of differential difficulties related/to the

.
\

performanceofthese two levels of linguistic activities. The dissociation of

N
knowing: hew from .knowing that has recently been demonstrated in

. _
,

patients (Cohen a Squire;' 1980).

Due to their unique formation, Chinese characters offel--extremely

amnesic

---tentopiortnnitY for investigatore to examine:the different:proPeities: of the
_

,

two hemispheres. 14:illever-,-- itA.sAlseential tkit the investigation must start

3



by analyzing the linguistic

.Nguy, Allard and' Bryden (1980) "demonstrated" that Chinese "pictorial" char-
,

acters show a different pattern of lateraliza.tion effect in visual, half-field

experiments ,.s compared to non-pictorial characters. But careful examination

of their materials and their unconventional classifidation show only that

their data are totally useless. For example, how can the character for
0

"ghost" b(?.
pictorial unless they are seeing ghost? We have.to avoid such

irresponsible experiment.

. :

3. Differential Processing Mechanisms and the Behavior Consequences.

One-research issue concerns with whether different processing mechaniams

are activated in reading different.. scripts and what would be the 'behavioral -:

consequence-,770-77any

respect to the first

pPsitive

being literate in various writing systems. With

question, Besner Coltheart 097-9Y have provided

answers by showing. th t making 'quantity comparisons between ,tw

numbers mar edgage

these numbers are

different processing- mechanisms desending upon whether

presented in A0bic7 (logOgraphie symbols)-or in,apelled=on

riglish letters., Their

subject- the .-ihterference size incongruency Ithereatitomparing two't

data showed that coring two .6,Poie-nutbers w

spelled7out7mumbers.wa!vnbt.
. _

a comparative judgment.. task (Paivio,.1975Y.When.thetWO;to;.be!..cOnpared'iten

Similar size - incongruence interference occurs

. are presented

from these

, order

in-pictnte form but,nolt.,in spelled out' -worda. 'The conclneidi
.

.

.
is that different lekiCal rett-iVal routes -area actiViticlid4

to perform the 'omparative jUgment task (P ivio, 1975). Thus, dependiiii

upon how meanings are represented in print, ader

diffeontprocessing strategies in order to achieve reading proficiency.,

may have o dive/o

.7=



To tap into these different processing mechanisms, Turnage and McGinnies

(1973) asked Chinese and Americitn college students to study a 15-word list in

a serial learning paradigm. They also manipulated the input modality of the

stimulus presentation. It was found that Chinese students learned the

character-list faster when it we) presented visually whereas Am--zrican students

learned the word-list faster Wen it was piesented auditorily. 11.1 finding on

the'Chinese characters is opposite to the famous modality effect (Crowder,

1978) in which auditory presentation of English words results in better recall

than does visual presentati.oi. - The interpretation offered by Turnage and

McGinnies (1973) is tha Chinese logographa contain more characters with

similar sounds but differe meanings than is the case for English, and this

characteristic ;of he orthographic structure may favor learning through the
.

visual mode.

Turnage and McGinnies' (1973) study involved two different language

populations. Not only were theozscripts.different, there was also a difference

in spoken language. The script may not the determinant factor; rather, the

visual modality advantage been A.,result of differences in 'spoken

languages. But this latter account vas soon ruled outby a study comparing
O

the learning "rate. of Korean words...writtenin either Chinese
,

charaCters or
-

,Korean Bangui alphabeticscript, see. Wang, in .4ress).?, Koreans can

transcribe their epoken:latguagein either script. Pail(and Arbuckle'(1977);

examined the memory^of:.Korean 'subjects for votds written in these two types. of

writing systems -and found 'that-, Words. presented in logographic script were.

remembered better than words, presented' in alphabetic script on .recOgnition and

free recall but not on paired-associate recall "or'serial anticipation. !atlas,-
. s.

thete is ,indeed,an intrinsic"diffetence with respect to the processing



.

mechanism for these two, scripts, and these differences seem i not to be

associative, in nature.

But so far 'the most impressive line of research has been provided by

Scribner and Cole (1978) in their ethnographic study_ of the cognitive

consepaces for tribal: Vai adults of becoming literate in .Vai or' Arabic. An

analysis of the process of reading the Vai syllabary indicated that special

task demands are imposed by the script. Vai is atone language but tonal

information is not marked in the script. Furthermore, no word boundariei or

punctuation are indicated in writing a text so that the readerinust group the '

syllables together to form Words, then again integrate these into meaningful:

linguistic units. On the other hand, the Arabic script is an alphabetid.

system and is learned mainly:through a rote memory process (the students don!t

understand or speak Arabic). When students of these two rather different

scripts. Were tested in various cognitive tasks, Vai and Arabic, iterates

not differ in their abillty,to comprehend the word strings, but Vai literates

were superior on the picture reading and syllable integration tasks which

mimicked their normal reading activities. In coitlxast, Arabic literatev

performed, better. than Vai -literates on the
incremental memory task whick

presented task demands most similar to their. every reading activities. These

results indicate not only that different scripts impose different task:

recpirementd for achieving proficiency,. but also that strategies dtveloped to

*No
meet-these' requirements are transferable to' situations with similar task

requirements. Therefore, Scribner and Cole (1978) provide rather strong

evidence for our hypothesis that becoming li..terte certain scripts can have

a. long lasting effect in molding our information processing system.



4. Speech Recoding in Reading.

When people read to themselves, do they recode the visual input into some

sort of speech-like code' (i.e., articulatory, acoustic, or _both)? The

existence of such,recoding is no longer in doubt (Baron & Treiman, 1980; Tzeng

& Hung,. 1980). The question now facing us is why. What factors encourage its

use and what factors discourage it? Orthographies vary considerably in the

demands on the reader. According to Liberman, et al. (1980) one of the

'aspects of such variations is the depth of the orthography, which can be

detined as the relative distance between an orthography and its phonetic

representation. For example, compared with Vietnamese, English is a rather

deep orthography, and thus demands greater phonological divelOpment on the

reader's part. It is quite possible that differences in Orthographies along,

this dimension affect the use of speech recoding in silent, reading. If the

written forms on the page stand in.a regular relationship to the .sounds of

language, the reader may use the grqpheme-sound rules to help\him derive the

meanings of words. Such a path would be largely unavailable, to the reader of"

Chinese, b'it would be highly. available\to. English readers. Therefore, we

would expect readers of English. to engage in,speech recoding more\than would

Chinese readers. Such an expectation was recently verified in' a study

conducted by Treiman, Baron, and Luk (in press).

The investiiation into the relationship between the degree of speech

recoding and the depth of orthography is an important one. By finding
,

differences among orthographies along the dimension of grapheme-,:ound regulav-
\,

Ity, we can convince ourselves of the existence of some Speech recoding in at

least one of the orthOgraphies studied. For example, Treiman,- Baron, and
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'Luis's (in press) finding that more speech recoiling occurs in alphabetic than

logographic scripts (as indexed by longer reaction times and/o more mistakes

in judging homophone sentences) enables us to conclude that some speech

edoding does occur in reading alphabetic scripts. 4Once. this fact

established, we can begin to provide accounts of the possible pathways (causal .

links among mental representations) between representations of print, speech,.

and meaning.. ror researchers who attempt to build cognitive models in terms

of reading behavior, knowing the effect of the orthographic structure on the

relations of those pathways should be one of their ultimate goals. So far,

know that'whether or not.a certain path Will_be bypassed or activated depends

on the orthographic structure of the script o'ie is reading. But the precise'

" relationships are still far from clear.

,

. .

.0nexcan pu h the argument even further and make the claim that,

.

alphabetic scrip where'the prediction of sound from letters alone is always

valid (i.e., a perfect spelling -to-sound regularity)
readers may automatical

in an

ly activate the phonological route to the lexicon. Experiments

"p4onologically shallow" orthography such as Serbo-Croatiah (the major

language of -ugdr, /is which can be written in either Roman or ._Cyrillic) have

consistently demonstrated that lexidal decision proceeds with reference to the

phonology (ilukatela, Popadic, Ognjenovic,a TurVey, 1980). .Most importantly,

these investigators found that even when matters were arranged !ea as toAaake

the use of a phonological code punitive in accessing the lexicon,.'readeie of

Serbo-Croatian were unable, to suppress the phonologica2'code. This result-AA

directly oppoSite to that obtained in English. Davelaar, Coltheart',Sesneri

and Jonaason (1978). found that _under similar arrangements, readeis of Engli&i

abandoned the phonological route and opted for direct visual access to the



lexicon, Thus, in a less shallow orthography such as English, reading may

proceed simultaneously at several levels of linguistic analysis. The concept

of depth with respect to the orthographic structure seems to be a useful

construct in.evaluating_ the issue of speech recoding. .Here is an area in

which comparative reading .studies across different'9rthographies can yield

important Information.

why do experimental psychologists so worry about the issue of speech

reeoding? Besides the pure intellectual p suit, there are reasons of

practical importance. For one; it relates to the choice of teaching method.
,

There are currently two popular methods. of teaching a. six-year .old child how
-N,

to read. 'On he one hand, there .is the phonics method whi emphasizes

learning the so made by letters first, then learning to bled these sounds

so that the Wr tten symbol's make contact with their meani gs through the

spoken language :4k On the other hand; there is the word method which

emphasizes learning a direct connection between the written word (as a visual

pattern) and the meaning for which it stands Thus4'depending on his/her

attitude about the presence or absence of. speech recoding during reading,-the

teacher *decides whether the phonies or the whale -word method is a'More

appropriate one for teaching young children hoW to read.

The second practical reason for our concern a the issue of speech

a bilingual childrecoding imilhat of lialect-misiatch 'between teachers

(or for that matter the inner-city school children in this country). It is a

cpmmon observation that in 'many bilingual classes, the spoken language of

teachers contrasts sharply with that of the students. The ctmequencefof such

a mismatch can be aserious ope(Chu-Chang, 1979) for learning to read.,1 What

49
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should the-teacher-do?--Only_hy_ examining the issue of E.,:,:eech recoding in

reading will we be able to come up with sow: suggestions. For now, it is7

important that we call people's attention to this issue (Chu-Chang, 1979).

5. Bilingual Processing.

Our.final issue concerns research in bilingual processing. In the past,

bilingual studies have always -dealt with spoken languages. There ha's been

little concern with the possibility that experimental results may be contami-
.

mated to various degrees by variations in the orthographic structure.

Recently, Biederman and Tsao (1379) reported a.study in which they found that

a greater interference effect was observed for Chinese subjects engaging in a

Chinese-version Stroop-color naming task than for American subjects in an

English-version. They -attributed this difference to the possibility that

there may be -fundaMental differences in the perceptual demands of reading

Chinese and English.

Prompted by the intriguing finding of Biederman and Tsao (1379), Fang,

Tzeng, and Alva (in press) went cne step further and ran a modified version of

the Stroop experiment. They asked Chinese-English bilingual, subjects to name

colors in .either CMt 3 or. English on either,a 'ersion or an English

version of the Stroc,2 at. They found a reducti i the Interference effect

in the inter-language condition (i.e., respondieg in Chinese on the English

version or vice.versa) as compaiblwith that in the intra-language condition.

A similar experiment was performed using Spanish -English bilinguals wit/

either English version or Spanish version Stroop testa Again the reduction o:

the Stroop interference was observed in the inter-langu&;.e condition as
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compared to the intri-language condition. A further analysis reveals that

_ialthough both experiments showed a reduction of interference in the inter-_
language condition, the magnitudeOf-reduction was-greater_in the Chinese-

English experimentthan in the Spanish-English experiment. Since Spanish and

English are both alphabetic Scripts, siitCing languages does not change the

processing.demands. However, since English and Chinese -epresent two differ-

ent orthographic structures, switching from one to the other may prevent
.07

subjects from employing.the same processing mechanism and consequently cause

him to be released from the Stroop effect._

Fang et al. (in press) also made an inte'esting observation. They

recalculated from Dyer's (1972) -and Preston and Lambert's (1969) bilingual

data the magnitude of reduction of the Stroop interference from the intra- to

the inter-language condition. All together, therekere six types of bilingual

subjects, namely, Chinese-English bilinguals, Japanese-English -bilinguals,

French - English bilinguals, German - English - bilinguals, HUngarian-English

. bilinguals, and Spanish-English Fang et :al. ranked these

bilingual data according to-the magnitude of reduction from intra- to inter,-

language cofldition. The result is as. follows: Chinese-English, Japanese-

English (with Kenji), Japanese-English (with Kane), ,Hungarian- English,

1
,

-Spanish-English, German - English, and French-English. This ordering.suggests

that the laarriltude of reduction (from intra to inter-language) depends on the

degree-of :Amilarity_between the orthograPhic structures of.the two tested

lalanguages. Thus, bilingual processing .isdifihitelyi --aff ected by _the

orthographic factor, and (it is faii'to'say that) the curious neglect of, the

orthographic factor in previous bilingual research is an unfortunate mistake.

How can we resolVe'the independent: versus inter-dependent lexica issue ihthout

taking into account variations in the orthographic structure?



From the viewpoint of cross-language research, the demonstration of the

importance of, the orthographic factor raises a host of more intricate

qatitions to be answered. Do these'differences result in different types of

dyslexia ?. Do they nect.ssitn'. lifferent instructional strategies for teaching

different scripts to beginning readers? To readers learning a senor' 1^ngrre

which hay a different orthographic structure?

Conclusion

There is an inseparable relationship between written language and spoken

languages--they both are essential communication tcols in human societies and

to some extent ,the former is parasitic on the latter. There are many writing.

systems for many different languages. .Essentially, they carr be categorized

intohree basic writing systems ',based upon their various grapheme-meaning

relationships: logographic, syllabic and alphabetic writing systems.

pripent paper has reviewed most of the empirical work which is relevant to the

issue of bilingual literacy. I have tried to characterize differences of

cognitive'processes in reading diffdrent types of orthographiea. I think the

recognition that different orthographic structures impose different task

demands is portant 'One. ,Without such recognition and an attempt to

control the rthographic:factor, cross-language comparieons of literacy skills

are meaningless.

In the.past,-TesearCh in bilingual_education and bilingualiim has Atr'

implicit. but incorrect assumption that all bilinguals, regardless of the type

'of orthography in the originil languages, are al4. Researchs reviewed above



have shown that reading skills acquired in one orthography may not be the same

as those acquired in another orthography, if these two orthographies have

different script-speech mapping rules. Thus, instructional programs for

bilingual children whose home language has a non-alphabetic orthography should

be carefully designed in order to facilitate positive transfer and minimize

negatiVe interference due to the orthographic factor.

Comparittilm reading research across different languages is' an important

mission for it will help use to "unravel the tangled story of the most

remarkable specific performance that civilization .has learned in all its

history" (Huey, 1908, 1968, p..6).
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Abstract

It has been consistently reported that deaf children, have tremendous problemS

in reading English.sentences. Three exreriments were conducted in-the present

study to investigate the nature. of deaf children's reading inability. 'The

first experiment looked into the letterdecoding process. It was found that

deaf subjects took longer than normal hearing subjects in encoding and

decoding alphabetic letters. The second experiment employed a ,sentence

picture verification paradigm. The results showed that deaf; subjects adopted

visualimagery coding, strategy rather than a general linguistic; .coding

strategy.as described by Clark and Chase (1972) and by Carpenter and Just

(1975). However, when the sentence was preiented in manual signs '(Experiment

3), deaf subjects' verification time shoWed that they adopted a general

linguistic coding strategy. . Thus; deaf subjects' are capable of linguistic

coding strategy, but they do not apply it to process .printed English

sentences. A second aanguage hypothesis Was .advanced to account for the

obtained data. Deaf children's reading inability was also discussed from this

perspectdv.
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Introduction6 4*

The ability to manipulate and comprehend both spoken language and written

language is critical for communication. It'is'unfortnnate that the deaf are

deprived of one and deficient in the other, with the result that the average

reading ability of deaf children i1$ far below that of normal children. The

purpose of the present study is-to identify sources of reading difficulty in

deaf children, using an information processing approach.

Myklebust (1960) reported that, on the Columbia Vocabulary Test, the mean

score for normal children of. age 9-ig 20, while for- the deaf the mean is 3.

At age..11 the respective scores are 33 and 6; at age 13. the scores are .43 and

10; and at age 15, the respedtive mean scores become 63 and 11. Not only is

the .difference huge, but it also increases 4th age. .Furth (1966) alSo

reported that by age 145 only 12 %Of deaf students read at or atibie the 5th

grade, level, a level which is.generally referred to as the. "fundtionally,':

useful reading `level." -Bornstein and Roy (1973), after sumnarizing..re,;ultS'

obtained from several - different reading /tests, found that '16-year old deaf

students' reading ability is equivalent to a grade level of 4.66, Even at

Gallaudet College, which was specially established for- enucatiOnally

sudcessful deaf -students,. the 'reading is only equivalent to 9th or

10th grade(Reynolds, 1975). Not only'do deaf. children definitely,-lag behind.
. ,

hearing children at beginning reading stages but the gap also'increases with

each additionil.yesr of schooling. Moreover, the deficit seemp'to permeate

the whole. spectrum of-linguistic ability. For many years, researchers have

.

been trying to uncover the causes of these reading difficulties. Many

different reasons hive been suggested.

The 'first appareht aspect of reading which is missing from deaf



children's reading behavior is their inability to transform the visual

information into phonetic codes. The importance of phonetic recoding in

reading cannot be overemphasized. Experimental results have shown that

hearing- persons tend to store visually acquired linguistic material in a

phonetic form (Conrad; 1964; Kintsch & Buschke, 1969). Tzeng, Hung, and Wang

(1977) demonstrated a similar phonetic recoding process, when Chinese subjects

were reading Chinese characters which do not have lettersound correspondence

rules. Further, Murray (1967) has reported experimental evidence showing that

under certain condition; subjects still use a phonetic code even when such a

code is not very effective.

,Two differeht but not-mutually exclusive suggestions have been. proposed_

to explain'the role of phonetic recoding in reading comprehension. The first

is that the phonetic Code is a more durable code than... the visual code and thus

is more effective in holding words within working.metory until meaning can be

derived or comprehension can be'achieved (Baddeley, .1979; Baron, 1976; Huey,

190S; Kleiman, 1975; Liberman, Mattingly, & Turvey.,___1972).___TheOther-

) suggestion is that phonetic-:,recoding is 'required for mapping the written

language Onto the primary apoken language in order to make use of the

processes and structures already developed for language comprehension

\ -

(Liberman, Shankweile r. : Liberman, FoWler .& Fischer, 1977). Experimental

results from comparisons of memory performance, of good and poor beginning

readers seem to be in agreement with both of these views.

If phonetic recoding plays such an important role in reading behavior,

what happens toAeaf children who, because of their specific handicap, do not

have the phonetic code 11:,o prolong the information. in working memory and.thus

.cannot use it to help to map the written language into spoken language? To
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answer this and other related questions, Conrad and his associates conducted a

long series of experiments with deaf children. In his recent book Conrad

(1979) reports a project in which he studied 468 hearing impaired
\

tudents

1
aged 15-16.5. Out of this population, 35% were profoundly_ deaf, having

hearing loss greater than 85-dB in the better ear. Only five of these people

were found to be able to read at a level appropriate to their chronoogical

age. All five of these good readers were very intelligent and, by Cohrad's

measure, were using internal speech for processing written .material.

Evidently, without some form of phonetic recoding, reading achievement cannot

go very far.

Many investigators also believe that the reeding deficiency of an deaf

persons is the result of experience deficit in addition to the lack of speech

recoding ability. Furth (197.3)1inks the performance of deaf students to that

of culturally deprived hearing students. A somewhat different 'view was

proposed by Russell, Quigley; and Power (1976) and Moore (1978) who regard

learning-to read as being similar to learning a second language. The idea is

that the code used by deaf 'persons in their everyday behavior is not

deficient, but different in kind from the phonetic code 'used in spoken

English. Since: the orthographical regularity of written words is highly

related to thophonOlogical regularity7 of spoken words, deaf persons ere

forced to learn something they are not familiar with. The idea that

differentialcoding_schemes may be responsible for deaf children's reading

difficulty is indeed a plausible one. It is true that ikiiieafchildren_use

gestural signs as their everyday communication medium, and Conrad (1979) has

suggested that sign language maybe. -an effective medium for thought. Although

empirical studies of such a gestural code are just beginning, the idea of
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bilingual experience in deaf ct_ldren's learning to read as an intriguing 'one

and deserves more careful examination.

The present study is modeled on this approach, with the following basic

assumption: For deaf children who acquire sign language as -their first

language, reading an array of printed material is artificial and requires a

totally different set of information processing strategies. This assumption

provides a rationale for the three experiments to be reported in the present

'paper. Since our concern is mainly with deaf children's learning to read

English in America, the discussion'will emphasize the contrast between English

and American Sign Language (AS4).

y
ASL is, as compared.to' English, in every sense an independeht, full-

fledged language. ASL-signs are not based on English Words, and they may or

may not have exact single-word English equivalents, just as a word in Russian

or Chinese may Or may not have an exact English eqUivalent. ASL signs also

have their own rules of formation and a unique and complicated grammar for the.

production of correct signing sequences (Klima & Bellugi, 1978. 1979).

NeWport. and Bellugi (1978) demonstrated sign language has an hierarchical

structure. That is, ASL, like English, has various levels of taxonomies for

concrete objects.

Although many of the signs in,ASL were derived originally from pantomime,

over the years as increasing/number of signs have lost the property of

iconicity (defined as a natural system of- icons and their denotations, a

simple semiotic.system in,which signs and meaning closely match; see Stokoe,

1975). In fact, at first glance, the signs of modern ASL have become so.
/
/

\

arbitrary that someoneridt----famillanwith:the language-will not be able to

Understand what bii been said" by simply guessing from the pea' of
\ .
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signs. Stokoe, Casterline, and Croneberg, (1965) and Friedman (1977) have )

identified and categorized ASL signs according to four major dimensions': (a),

hand. configuration (shape of the hand in making the sign), (b) place of

articulation (location of the hand on the body), (c) movement of the hand in

making the sign, and (d) orientation. of, the hand in relation to the body.

These dimensions are useful in studying the decoding process of deaf subjects'

communicative behavior.

Many researchers have argued that -ASL should be considered as an

independent language because it shares many of the psychological properties of

other human, languages. For example, it has been observed that deaf people

sometimes make "slip of the hand" mistakes just as normal Hearing people

sometimes make "slip of the tongue" mistakes (Bellugi & Kima, 1975). ,It

gedgrate

also been observed that deaf people take longer to / "finger fumbler"

sentences just as hearing people do for "tongue twister" sentences

411/

(Bellugi, Personal Communication).

If ASL should be considered as an independent language, then deaf people,

who use ASL should be considered as bilinguals when they are taught to read

English. For deaf children with deaf parents (those ,cfirl---drerrsometire

referred to as the prelingual deaf) sign language should be considered as the

native lang4g* and English as the second language. Even for deaf childrbn

who have hearizag parents, sign language still is a predominant communication

tool. Thus, learning to read Eng3ish. should also be considered as second

language learning.- Indeed, Drury (1980) has recently shown that the error

patterns- of deaf college students on the cloze task, in which words are,

randomly deleted from a prose-pessage, are influenced only by the immediate'

environment of the deleted positions. This is exactly what is observed in a

75
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non-native English speaker when he/she is taking a cloze test (Alderson,

1979).

If reading Englishibis a second language experienCe for deaf children,

then' -the possibility that they employ two different coding _strategies in

processing signs and printed materials becomes an 'interesting, empirical

question. -Although research in recent years has not yielded unambiguous

results, most of it indicates that the decoding efficiency and consequently

the speed of responding to verbal stimuli in the bilingual's second language

is generally slower than in his or her firsts language, even after many years'

use of the former. The semantic content of words tends to be decoded more

slowly in the second language than in the first, even at very elementary

levels; the process of deOoding words belonging to a second language system

Simply requires more. timejDornic, 1979). The reason for this decoding

- deficit is not yet clear. It, does 'seem clear, -though, that somehow

information processing in the second language is impaired, and that the deaf.

may share this common deficit in learning to read English. Since most

bilingual research deals with. spoken languages; -a careful examination of deaf

children's learning"Engiish as a second language will'\be important. For

hearing children, learn lit-to-read-a-se ond language is usually accompanied by

learning to speak that language. Hence, they 'may. still rely on p

codes. For deaf.children, however, this-is generally not the case and th:z..,

they may develop. differential coding strategics for processing signs and

printed verbal materials. Let us'review empirical research which investigates

the coding 'strategies of deaf subjects in .their processing of linguistic

materials.

- Frumkin and Anisfeld (1977}- studied the three pOssible .

pl
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lem. and manual) which may be used by deaf _children
*

storing linguistic items. They found that deaf children were indee uding

these three codes differentially to process linguistic materials under

iifferent input conditions. When inputs were printed words; deaf children

retained the orthographic shape and the semantic content, whereas when the

Units were signs, they retained the formational propertiesOf signs and.their

semantic coittent. Their data also suggested that-. deaf children tended to rely

on a semantic code while hearing childv7en of the same-age tended to rely on a

phonetic _code. For example, in a recognition test, hearing children tended to

falsely recognize TOY (a distractor'word) for BOY (a target word) .while deaf

children tended to falsely recognize ZIRL. for BOY. Trumkin and Anisfeld
. ,

attributed this difference to the fact that deaf childrem do not 4ave a speech.:

code to effectively prolong the incoming information-, so that 'they have

rely more on a semantic code. Conlin-and Paivio (1975) also reported.

*experimental evie.ence suggesting that deaf and hearing children:were emplOing
--.

two qualitatively: d

\
ferent strategies in prodessing ^ yerbal ,mp.t6rialz

presented visually Their data confirmed the observation of Odom, Blanton,,,
,,. ,

and McIntyre _(.1970) -that word signabilyty (a measure df the ease :with, Whidh
4

,*

word. can be represented as, a gestural sign) is a'critical variable inthe

T.-------.---ver-baerformance of the deaf. They concluded that gestural signs

.visual 'features, Ind visual' images. all seemed ..o.i*--31aV- rajmntrre-1-e-s:--An_L__Oeg____

children's symbolization of vernal materials.

Bellugi, Klima, and. Siple (1975) studied the nature of coding in deaf
.

subjects' processing of ASL with ehorterm memory tasks. Their results

indicated that.deaf people were using structural:and-Xormational featuree*of

signs to retain_sign information in.shortterm memory, just-as hearing people;-.



Use a phonetic code to retain linguiRtic information An short-term memory.
-4

Although this evidence suggests that deaf ch1.1di2n can use gestural and motor-

,ovement codes to retain information in short-term meaty, experimal results

of stuuies ,n long-term memor 4_!rt. general show that Lhe_iemantic code is used

by both deaf and hearing subjects. Siple,Fizcher, and S 7,1 (1977) found

that deaf subjects didnot''store theorisuai/gestural input tneir original

visual forms in long-term memory but rather in semantic categories just as

normal hearing subjects would do with .English 'words_JUnderwood & Freund,

1968).. This result was replicated by Liben, Nowell and Posnansky (1978)'.

They presented words and signs, which, can be clustered either according to

semantic categories oraccording-to formatiOnal. characteristics, and asked

Oeir subjects for free recall. Their results showed that deaf Subjects do

cluster the output by semantic category rather than by hand shape or 'other

signing features.

30 far-most experimental results convincingly demonstrate that deaf

people use a different set of multiple codes to process letters. and words. It

is still not clear What kind of representation they have after reading

I.

sentence except to say that it must be semantic in nature. As is well known,

reading a sentence, involves much more complicated mental wocesses than merely

identifying letters and words. Examining the coding process at the sentence

level will wndoUbtedly yield important information, about the reason behind.

7--------__Afeaildrenis'reading disability. Since deaf children seem to use two

different strategioes in dealing-iaThsigns--andWords, it is:_
,

highly probable.that the final semantic representations will be different for

Sentences expressed in ,sign and for'Sentences expressed in English. With this

hypothesis mind, the present paper intends to investigate. the reading



behavior of deaf: children At the level of sentence comprehension. This work

will have both theoretical And practical impliCations Theoretically,'

knowledge of cognitile procetses in deaf 'people, because. of their unique

handicap,. can shed light on many :.questions role, of Speech in

cognitive development. Fractically,'Unclve;:',ing. the protessing deficit

underlyingdeOf 4.41drell;
:reading difficulty Will, enable us to'he10.thedeaf

to overcome their productional deficiency caused-by the auditory-impairment,

General

The aim of the present study is

mental processes involved in sentence

reading achievement is gr.lneral

to proOde- InfOrmation concerning the

comprehension -of deaf children. Since

very poor, the experimenial materials
. .

7 should not be so diffiCult as to interfere with comprehnnsiOn. Similarly, the.

chOsen should not be so complicated as to interfere with easy,:
QD

re4onse .

execut4on. Thus, the followiag geperal paradigm was. adapted: a stimulus

arreas presented for a brief period of time; followed by a judgmenttask'in

which the ,subject waj asked to make .g.yeS/no response according to a Tre

.

specified aviterion. The. reactionpt (RT) for making' a, correct decision was

)

Such a RTexperimeAtal paiadigM-,-na*
N

research. It.' has been
recorded and used as a dependent measure,

been popular in current information ,vocessing

tuccessrul employed yr, study many phenomena In-,togniti4e.psychologY, inCluding

memory, pei-oeppion, psychOlinsuistics, reading, etc. However,iit has not been:'

used in-the Aeaf population to study.problemi beyond Letter recognition.

Two experimental paradigms were employed in the present study. One

,

the letter decoding task originally developed by Posner

Taylor (1969). In

"different" 'judgment to simultaneously presented alpha

Boies, Eichelman'and

the.
subjectls required to mak" a "same"' o

..-3-1m:t.erffjp_its_Lr_TL



the physical identity (PI) Condition, the subject is instructed -,to respond

SAME only lf the two letters are exactly the same (e.g., AA, ai, etc.)., In

the name identity (NI) condition, letter-pairs are to be Called SAME 'if they

are identical to each other (e.g., AA) or if they share the same name-(e.g.,

Aa). Posner and, many others in different labdratories have consistently

reported that it takes longer for 'subjects to. make a name identity judgment

7
thana physical identity juOgmerit. This time difference has been interpreted:

1

,t-efleCt the additiOnal time required for determining the name associated
, .

-with -each character. This process which transforms he physical features into

,

same meaningful unit is called the decoding proces4 (Hunt, 1980). For normal

hearing subjects, the name code is phonetic in n sure. But ;for deaf students,

the natureeof.the name code less clear.: I fact, we do not know whether

/Posner et al.'s letter decoding paradigm is applicable to deaf suUjects.- As

1 -

ment,loned above, deaf children may suffer from reading deficiency because'of

-"their lack of phoneticicodes'.- It' is desirable to employ the letter decoding

*Z2
paradigm with deaf Children to see whether the speed of their decoding process

also correlates with their other information processing operations.

The second paradigm used in the present study is the sentence-picture

verification paradigm originally developed by Clark and Chase (1972). In this-

task, the subject reads a simple assertion aboUt a picture, e.g., STAR IS
. AC

ABOVE PLUS, then looks at the;picture (e.g., ) and determines whether

_
or *:,t the assertion is an accurate description of the picture. In the above

.example, the subject's correct-response should be "yes" and consequently this

sentence is classified as a TRUE AFFIRMATIVE (TA) sentence. If the picture is

-,?. F, the correct respo:ise should be "lio", and the sentence is clas asified as

FALSE AFFIRMATIVE (FA) sentence. Thfre are also negative sentences.' For
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example , a target sentence may be STAR' IS NOT ABOVE 'pp.'s, If the picture.'

shown is then the subject' s correct response should be "yes" and this is

TRUE NEGATIVE (TN) sentence. Similarly, if the picture shown is "..r", the

subjecO,s correct response
should be "no" and this sentence is clas asified as

FALSE NEGATIVE (FN) sentence. The times required to read the sentence and to

make the true - false judgment are recorded. The independent variable in. such

experiments is the linguistic. complexity 'of the target sentences. The .

dependent variable is the reaction .time for making a yes/no decision.

Results from this type of -`experiment are rather striking and

,:-..:.

,
(

somewhat counterintuitive.
The RTs for ,the four types of senten Aim is

i

..

/
. '._

'I:u::

--linearly increasing function with the ordering TA<FA<FN< In order 4)

. /

,.t.

account
.

-,. .

for such an orderly linear increase, : C .pen ter and Ju,r;t:, (-1975).

.'..

elabOrated and modified Clark and Chase's {1-9T2) original' model and propoSed At -i

.-,----.

constituent comparison model In tha-his it. is Ssi1010. that
sentence i -:

_ _
,,,.

and picture are represented internally by logical propositional ft:Tints:. After TT
.

.
.

both representations have been forthed, they are compared

component, tm the innermost to the outermost constituent.
, . ,

component by I

It should be

noted that for such a model to be successful , it is required that aUirmativeP

sentences are verified more rapidly than negative sentences , and \YES responses[-:

( for TRUE sentences) are faster- than NO eesponses, (for FALSE2.entinces).

Furthermore, the affirmative-negative ffect' should be =considerably ::: greater rA:

than the true-falSe effect. Later eXperiments (Hunt, Lunneberg ,#!gAestissi:

1975; 'Just & Carpenter, 1975) seem to :.confirm' these effects. HoWeVer,',
/

generality of the :linguistic modil was Soon. challenged: by finding rom.

e

subsequent studies.

MacLeod, Hunt, and Mathews (1978 ) n a large - scale Study, gathere



sentence verification data from, 70 University of Washington students.

Averaging over subjects; the constituent comparison model of. Carpenter and

1"of the variance, which is of course an adequate:Just (1975) accounted for 87

replication of Carpenter and Just's report. However, a totally' different

\

picture emerged from further analysis o the individual data. While many

,subjects were reasonably well fit by tlie, model, 16 out'of 70 subjects provided

data that showed quite a different pattern: The verification times were

ordered TA<FA=FN>TN rather than. the usual TA<FA<FN<TN. The data suggested

that these 16 subjects were using some type of internal code other than the

general linguistic code suggested hv Carpenter and Just (1975) . Examination

of these- 16 subjects' verbal, ancispatial aptitude scores revealed that all of

them 'bad relatively low verbal scores but considerably-.higher spatial scores.

This result led MacLeod et al to suggest that these Subjects might use a

visual-imagery code to process the linguistic information. That is, they

might first translate'the sentence into a visual image and then simply compare

this newly.formed visual image to the presented,picture. Thus, at least' two

different coding. strategies, have been identified -in performing the sentence -

picture verification task, and whe strategy Choices themselves are predictable

on'the basis of subject characteristics.

Since profoundly deaf.people do.not usually,have a speech code available,

and are:presumably using primarily a visual-spatial code, they were expected

to Perform like the visual-imager i..-subjects in the MacLeod et al. study.

That ss,. for'deaf subjects we should expect RTs for verification in TA, FA,

FN, and TN sentences to form an,ordering of TA<FA=FN>TN (as predicted by

. -

MacLeod et al.):rather than'_TA<FA<FN<TW CaS predicted by Carpenter and:Just).

This hypothesis was tested in the second experiment of the_present study.



Since we knowfrom reviewing the literature that deaf people use

different codes to process verbal and sign materials, it will be interesting

to compare

reading

the results of sentencepicture
verification under conditions of

printed 'sentence and perceiving actual signing. An additional-
,

question can be raised at this point. Which set of data, the sentence reading

performance in 'Experiment 2 or' the signperception performance' in ,Experiment

3, would have a higher correlation with the letter decoding performance in

Experiment 1? The answer will of course give us insight about the nature of

the internal code formed during sentence comprehension by deaf subjects.

:p21.4._:Exelent 1: Letter Decodin

There were two purposes for running this letter decoding experiment.

First, this simple experiment served as familiarization and practice with the

key pressing responses to be used in later more complicated experiments.

Second, the data may reveal the nature of the name code for letteri when there

is little possibility\of speech recoding. The obtained RTs in Experiment 1

are available for correlation with. the RT data of Experiments 2 and 3: The

degree and direction of these correlations will. allow us to characterize the

coding stregies used by deaf subjects.

Method

SubiectS

=Thirty five
profoundly deaf high school students at the California School:::`

for the Deaf in Riverside. (CSDR) served as subjects. CSDR is a residential

school for profoundly deaf and .hardofhearing students. All classes, ranging

from elementary to high school levels, are conducted in both sign and speech

and ASL is extensively used on the campus. The age. of the subjects: ranged,

from 14 to 18, with a mean of 16.23.. According to the school records, all Of



the subjects scored 90 and above on the Wechsler\ Intelligence Scale for

Children (WISG). (IQ rangefrom 90 to 133, with a mean.of-109:62). All the

subjects were deaffrom_birth. They all are classified as "profoundly deaf"

With a hearing loss of 90-d5 and above.in the better ear.

Materials:

The stimuli were the letters A, B, G, rnd H in upper and lower case. For

each subject, each stimulus set contained 80 pairs of letters -which were

divided into two blocks of 40 pairs each. Within each block, the number of

"same" and "different"- responses to -be made was equal. For each response

category, there were equal numbers of upper-upper, upper-lower, lower-upper,

and lower-lower case Combinations. The order of items within each block was

randomized separately for each subject.

Procedure

A list of letter pairs was presented pair by pair by a Kodak Carousal

slide projector onto a-screen in front. of the subject. Two letters appeared

on the screen simultaneouSly and remained on until the'subject responded by_

pressing one of the two keys mounted on the table in front of him or her. One

of the keys was labeled SAME while the other was Melld\,DIFFERENT. The

subject was instructed'to sit.with the index finitr of his.right hand resting

on the'key on his right, and the index finger, -of his left hand resting ,on the

key on his left/. For half of the subjects, the instruction was to press the

right key,for making-the SAME response and the left key for the DIFFERENT

\. .
.

response. :For the Other half, the assignment was reversed. In short, a

positional effect was ruled-out by this balanced design.

\

A Hunterlectronic digital timer was connected-to the projector.. As

soon as a letter pair appeared on the screen, the timer was triggered and ran



until the subject pressed one of the response keys. If the subject failed to

respond within 5 seconds, a new.trialibegan and the timer automatically reset

to 0000. The experimenter recorded the times required for making a response.

The_instructions for the physical identity condition were the following:

"You are going to see a' pair of letters on the'screen. If you think that two

letters are totally^ identical, for example, A A, or a a, please press ,the My

labeled SAME. If you think the letters are not totally identical, for

example, A a; or A B, please press the key that is labeled DIFFERENT. Please

respond as quickly as you can but be accurate at the same time. There will'be

ten practice trials to help familiarize you with the procedure, and after

that, we will start the experiment. Do you have any questiods?."

The instructions for the name identity condition were,very much the same

"You are going to see a pair of letters on the screen.
// If you think they.

refer to the same name, for example, A.a, or a a,. please press the key.that is

labeled SAME. If yob think they refer to different names, for example,

or a b, please press the key which is labeled-DIFFERENT. Please respond

quickly as you can but be accurate at the same time; Do you have any

questions ?"

ASL.

Subjects were run individUally and. all the Instructions were given in

Resu s. and Discussion

All analyses.were carried out on the mean RTs. Since the error rats was
%-

'extremely low (less tham=2, errors were not included in the analysis. The

resulti are summarized in Table 1, which shows'a 2 (PI vs. NI) x 2 (SAME VS..

DIFFERENT) matrix: The entries in the cells represent RTs, averaged across

subjects, as a function pf task'and.response mode. The data indicate that HI

76



decisions took longer than PI decisions and DIFFERENT response took longer

than SAME responses. An analysis of variance for a 2 x 2 factorial design

with repeated measures confirmed the above observations by showing a

significant main effect of decision types, F(1,34) P .025, and a

significant main effect of response type (i.e., SAME vs. DIFFERENT), F(1,34)

= .30.38, p < .01. The interaction between the two factors was not.

signifidant, F(4:34) = 3.09, p >.10. In general, this pattern of results with

deaf subjects is very similar to that obtained with normal hearing subjects by

Posner t al. (1969) and Hunt, Lunneborg, and Lewis (1975).

Insert Table 1 about here

Following the arguments-advanced by Posner'et al. (1969) and Hunt et al.

(1975), we may interpret the longer. NI decision time as reflecting an

additiOnal operation of transforming a visual code into an, abstract code. The

results of the present .experiment show that for deaf subjects this letter

decoding process requires about 109 rased to accomplish, which is about 33 msec

longer than" the 76 msec' obtained with the normal University of Washington

students (Hunt et al,, 1975), as dePicted in 'Table . A glance at Table 2

reveals that the mean RT for PI decisions in deaf subjects is 688 "sec while

----that for hearing subjects is only 533 msec: deaf subjects take 155 msec
1

longer than hearing subjects to make a PI decision." Similarly," the mean PT

for the NI condition is 797'M'aec for deaf subjects while for hearing subjects

the.correspondig time is 609 msec. Again, deaf subjeCts take 188 msec longer

than hearing subjects to make a NI decision. Considering that deaf subjects

have less experience' in reading letters than college students, 'the slower



- - - _

encoding
process_obierVed-in-the_former group is to be expeeted. Moreover,

since transforming letters into an abstract code is an everyday experience_ for

normal students .but not for the deaf, there Is also areason to expect a

slowing of the decoding mechanism in the latter group.

Nay. mill.

Insert Table 2 about here0. A11....1101,
IMMI.11MO 11.

In summary, the experimental results show (a) RT is a reliable,measure

for revealing-mental
operations in the deaf, (b) deaf subjects are generally

slower than hearing subjects in both encoding and decoding processes. Hunt

(1978),, after reviewing many.:\experimental
results from different laboratories,

found the decoding time (i.e., NI -PI) to be correlated with subjects' verbal

ability. It would be interesting to see to what extent deaf subjects'. letter,

decoding ability might correlate with their sentence comprehension abilitY.i

This relationship was examined in the following two experiments:-

pperiMent 2: Sentence Comprehension

The present experiment was concerned with 'deaf subjects' reading

strategies when an array of printed Ehg4sh words was presentod. sentence-

pictUre verification paradigm (Clark & Chase,' 1972) was employed -,since the
1

experimental procedure is very simple and sophisticated models are available

to account for the data. The task involved presenting a simple; sentence

followed by a picture-Whose content was or was not compatible with the meaning

of the sentence-. The subject's task was to verify the sentence by looking:. at

the eontent,Of_the,picture.
The dependeq, measure was the time required for

the subject: to 'make a correct verification decidion. There were two

independent variables. Onewas the truth Value of the sentence, i.e., whether')



or not the picture depicted was-described.COrrectly by the sentence, and the

subject made a YES/NO--decision accordingly. The other was the syntactic

structure of the sentence, i.e., whether the sentence was affirmative--or-

negative. An orthogonal combination .of these two factor's produced four

different types of sentences, namely, true affirmative, true negative, false

affirmative, and false negative.

According-to MacLeod et al. (1978), if the subject adopts a general

linguistic coding strategy (i.e., a. propositional code), the RT data Should

fit .Carpenter and Just's (1975)--constituent model. Otherwise, a visual,-

spatial coding Strategy is implicated. Since ,Our profoundly deaf subjects

?ere generally poor in dealing with printed English sentences, we expected

that their performance i sentence-picture verification task would exhibit

a visual-spatial coding strategy.

The sentence "STAR IS ABOVE PLUS" can also be expressed as "PLUS IS BELOW

STAR". By presenting sentences in both ways we. can examine the effect of

linguistic markedness (Clark4.1974): It has been shown that the two modifiers

"above" and "below" do not have equal linguistic status (Sapir, 1944). The

former is neutral or unmarked while the latter is non-neutral or marked. This

concept of linguistic markedness can be illUstrated with the unmarked "tall"

and_ the marked "short." When we as someone How tall is Tom?", we usually do

not imply anything. However, when ask:someone "How short is Tom?", we imply

that Toil. is short. and we want to know how short. Clark and Chase (1972)

deMonstrated that subjects take longe,r to p'rodess sentences containing BELOW
,

than 'sentences containing ABOVE. This effect of ..iinguistid markedness is

consistently found- in.the:aentence-picture.verification.Paradigm
(Carpenter &

Just, 1975; MadLeod, -et al.. 1978). If deaf subjeCts-do not use-a- general



o

linguistic coding strategy, however, we would expect no effect of linguistic

markedness.

Method

Subjects

Twenty profoundly
deif-high-school-students who served as subjects in the

first experiment also participated inthis experiment.
1

Materials

The stimuli were the eight sentence-picture 'pairs shown in Table 3, and

another eight pairs- in'which only-the "+" and "*"- positions in the picture

were reversed.. Thus, altogether, there were 16 sentences in one-block.. Every

subject was tested in 4 blocks of these 1.6 sentences and the order:of sentence

with each block was counterbalanced across subjects.

Insert Table 3 about-here

procedure

The sentence-picture pairs were presented by a Kodak Carousel slide
1

projector onto a screen placed in front of the. subject, AO was instructedto,'

read the sentence as long as he needed up to 5 seconds and to push a-white`

button mounted on the table in front of him when he understood the meaning o

the sentence. A digital -timer was connected ta\the slide projector in such a

way that it would start as soon as the sentence appeared on the screen. The:-

timer ran until the subject pushed the white button.. The time mequired

the subject to read.the sentence was recorded by the experimenter as sentence

Comprehension time A picture appeared on the screen -immediately after the::

removal of the sentence. The-subject had been instructed to then make yes



or no judgment according to the relation between
'thesentence and the picture.

If the prededing. sentence truly described the
content of the picture, a yes

response should, be made. Otherwise, a no response should be made. The

.

.

subject was instructed to indicate his or her decision by pressihg one of the
,...

, .

two telegraphic keys, mounted beside the white button, with the index finger

.-;

of the writing hand.
Helf'of7the-subects were asked ,to press the key on the

--

right handstide:-of, the white button for the yes decision and'the key on the

left hand side of the white button for no decision. The other half were

instructed to do just the opposite. The subject was instructed to make the

verification decision as quickly as possible. The time required for the

subject to make a correct decision was recorded as the sentence verification'

time. ;Feedback was given to the Subject after each trial. The subject was

told that if he or she made a correct response, a small light in front of him

or her would be lit by the exerimenter. All instructions were given in ASL by
op

an experimenter who was highly familiar with\ASL. The subjects were run

individually.

The detailed instruction for this experiment was: "You are going to see

a sentence appearing on the screen. You can read the sentence as long es you

need, for up to 5 seconds. When you understand the sentence and'are ready for

the picture, please press the white button in front of you. As soon as you

press the_button, the picture will appear. YOur task is to, make a judgment as

to whether or not this ^sentence is a trne°description of the p' it

is, please prest the YES key; if it is not, Oleate press the NO key. After

you prest the response key the picture will disappear; and the Aext_sentence

will appear in 5 seconds. If you make a correct .response, the small light in

front of you will go on as a feedback to yoU. Please respond as quickly as

90
81



you can but be'accUrate at the same time.' Do you have-anyquestions?",

ResultS and Discussion

Before presenting the results:. of this experiment, one thing should be

mentioned. When this experiment was initially planned, it was thought that a

simple telegraphic sentence such as "STARg'ABOVE PLUS" would ,be easily

comprehended by our high school deaf students.. It turned out that this was..

not-the_caSe at-all. No subject was able to: comprehend such sentences in leSS:

, .,.

than five seconds. Reading. English sien,tences,js definitely a major problem.

for theSe studentt. Because of the long time :needed to comprehend sentences,
.- A.

.

the sentence comprehension time was nota sensitive measure, and consequently

it was.decided not toanalyze this measure.--.Therefore,.only the results of

verification RTs Nere analyzedi-these results are
summarized in Table 4.,

An analysis of vs0.ance for a 2 (AFFIRMATIVE vs. NEGATIVE) x 2.(TRVE:vs..

FALSE) fadtorial design with repeated measures was performed on the raw

verification RT data. It showed - Significant 'main effect of syntactiC,

structUre, with the negative sentences requiring longer'', verifibationbimes

than affirmative sentenceSR1;191 p <.01. The pain effeCt of truth:

value was also significant, with false sentences requiring longer verification'

times than true sentences, f(1,19) = 14.9? , p < ;Of. There

significant interaction between-the above two factors, F(1,19)

.01. Careful examination of Table 4 reveals that this interaction is7cbased

was *Iso

* 0.09. P

.mainly, op the fact that the: effect of syntactic structure was smaller

false sentences: Post4oCanalYies with:-TUkey's*HSDiorocedureconfirmed this

observation by showing's significit simple effect\of syntactic Structurefor

for

the true sentences (p < .01) bUt a negligible effect for the false sentences



Insert Table 47:about here

The above ppttern of interaction immediately calls intb question the

adequacy of Carpenter and Just's (1975) constituent model as an appropriate

account for the data obtained in this experiment. According to the

constituent model; the average amount of time reqUired for each sentence type

should vary from k units for a TA sentence to k+I units for a' FA sentenceto

%+4 units :for a FN sentence, and to k+5 .units for a TN sentence. Im order for'
4

such a linear increasing function to-be held, the generali--trend of the RTs

should at least exhibit the followi.ng TA<FA<FN<TN. Clearly,

the strategy that deaf' subjdcts adopted for ..such a Sentence-picture

verification task, is not similar to the general linguistic coding strategy

described in Carpenter and JUst'5 model.

Carpenter ard Just (1975, Table & 8) reviel'oed a great number of

studies and convincingly showed that the linear model effectively c4tured a

very large percentage ofthe variance in reaction time across conditions. The

'present data were bested against tbeir model by two s*ringent criteria.. .

The first test finds the best-fitting curve for the present data. Figure

shows\the:fou'r verification RT means arrayed in the order predicted by the

Carpenter and Just (1975) constitUent`cOmparison model. A trend analysis for

linearity was performed and the 'statistical test suggested no trend fat.

linea-ity,-F(1,57). -= 0.467, However, a-further analyils.reveaietLa significant'.

quadratic trend, F(1,57), = 14.75, p < .05, suggesting that the, data might-fit

better with MacLeod et (1978) visual-imagery Model than with a ger-zal

lingu'.atic model.



a

Insert Figure 1 about here

The second test looks at the ratio' Of negation time to -Tal.eification

time. According to Clark and - Chase (1972). negation time (NT) refers to` the

extre time-to process a negative. eSpeeificalry, NT '= t(TN+FN) - (TA+FA))12.
1.

SiMilarly, falsification ;time, (FT) is the extra time required if the core

propositions mismatch,, namely, FT = C(TN*FA)-(FN+TA))/2. Theae concepts have

Dien discUssed fully in Catlin and Jones (1976) as well sOben: I1978)

and it is unnecessary to describe the mathematical .details here. Siiffice its

':t
to say that for most attiiiie-a reviewed by Carpenter and Just (1975) in -which

the sentence precedes the picture, the ratio of'hegation time to falsificatisinv

time is 'Tabout 4 (Catlin & Jones, 1915). -Following the equations' given-
,

the estimated NT and FT ,in th,e present experiment are 145.5 msed and 105.5

respective74. The ratio of NT to= FT is 1.379, nowhere close to the

ratio obtained "ich normal hearing Subjects.

Ttle5s two teats enable us:. to reach the -=conclusion ttat deaf subjects..

-

indeed use a totally different strategy, to . perform the sentence-pictUre

verification teak. What is. the ;nature; of:this strsitegr The data give tivr

different clues, First, the _tfriFr ratio of 1.379 is Clbser to what haS been:,

obtained in the Sentente-picture' 'verificatio paradigm':' when the picture..

'precedes the sentence, namely' about 2. (Catlin & Jones; 1976;' 'Shoheh;. 1978).

Hence, a-pidture-coding strategy is, implicated. Second, the inverted-4U curve

depicted in Figure 1 looks very to the pattern. obtained by KaaLeod

al'. (1978) with those subjects .whoSe frr data Correlated highly with their

spatial ability and less with. their verbal ability. Again, -a visual-spatial



type of coding strategy is .implicated. Thus, it seems reasonable to propose

that deaf subjects perform the sentence-picture verification task in the

following steps;

. When the sentence is presented,,they take-all the time-they. need tos=

form a visual image'of it based upon the semantic clues of each word in the

sentence,;

2. 'They respond that the sentence has been comprehended when they can

translate the verbal sentence into a visual image..

3. When the picture appears on the screen, they form a visual image of

it;

9L. They compare the two images and make a response.

This visual-spatial, strategy (MacLeod et al., 1978) differs trim the

general- linguistic model (Carpenter & Just, 1975; ClaekA Chase, 197,2 in two

major respects. 'First, the process of teanslation frOM a verbal,'string'into a_

visual' image takes place as the sentence comprehended rather than as the

picture is verified. Thus-, the major difficulty, of the .task is at the

sentence coMprenenSion stage; Second, as the domparisOn procesac'is.to be on

visual imaged', tpi concept of negation becomeS less impOrtant. One would

tkpect to find that the true- false contrast in-'verification time should be

-stroAger than p the affirmativt:megative contrast. This '-expeetation_

consistent with the obServed interaction between these two factors, due. to a

reduced: effect of structure in false sentences. This finding

. .

."----__

provides additiobk support for the conjecture that the factor, of syntactic
,

structure is not as importabt as the fadtor of' the truth value. Takeo
1.

. .

together, the results of the present experiment suggest that deaf subjects

Adopt a visual-imagery coding strategy during sentence comprehension.



The observation that the data do not fit into a general linguistic leader

when the effect
ofilinguistic markedness is examined

gains further support

When the. ABOVE sentences and BELOW sentences were analyzed separately, the:

average 4erificntiOn RTs were 1323 *sec and '1296 msec,.7-respeo-tive.

Statistical evaluation with a dependentt shoWecLthatAhe difference--ilias not

significant,-t(19) = .74. In fact, the difference was" in the:wronvdiretion.:

This absence of-a supposedly very TobUst linguistic effect reinforces

assertion that the deaf subjects did not Use a -general linguistic Coding

strategy, in verifying the picture against the preceding ientence.

Conceivably, one might\find a linguistic marking
//

effect during the firstritage

of sentence processing, which was not examined separately by the present

study ghat hasbeen claiMed here 4-i that the',resulting code cannot b

/

----/- _.
..

linguistic in nature and that deafiubjects used this non-linguistic code to

/
,

P
.-

s '
I

//

make their verification decision' ;
__) ..- ,

/ ./ 1

Finally,
siiidc-sub:fects in this experiment alio had.participated

,

-', /

letter-decodini experiment, the Xrsof thepre&eht-experiment
(collapsed

sentence types)' were correlated to the letter- decoding times .(i.e,.-'

/ 1

obtained in Experiments 1. The resulting 'Correlation coefficient

over'

nonsignificant .13. Apparently, performance in the letter decodiln tasksdoes

not predict, performance in reading sententes; even thougi: each sentence is

.,,-

composed-,of many letters: Two different processes areimplicated,:and

discuss:. these processes fUrther: after_ we examine the 'results of ttig'. next

:experiment'.

Exeerimentii. COmprehensioh-Of Signed Sentences:-

The results from the last experiment ihOw. that deaf subjects, .uiilike

-

.

°hearing subjects, do not Use IingOistic code to...:Verifya pictUre against a



previously read English sentence., Instead, they seem to translate the printed

sentence into a vi"sual-4magery code and then make their verification decision

bated upon such code. There are at least two possible explanations. izirst;

it is possible that the visual-imagery ceding strategy is the general strategy

that deaf subjects use to process external information, be it verbal or non-
.

verbal. This explanatiOn assumes that deaf subjects generally do not

represent dnforination in a linguistic or propositional fo;:mat. Second, deaf

subjeCts- may-Tnot-- use" a linguistic 'coding strategy in this task because Of

'--

,

their inability to process Eniliiil 'efflaibhtIy-.---This-expianation .assumes-that .

i

deaf subjects are caPable of a general inguistic coding strate

1

i

of their inefficieneT in _reading printed English prefer to: adopt visual-

imagery coding strategy picture verification paradigm.in
i

1

ihe. key question differentiating -the above two explanations is whether or

y but because

not "a linguistic coding strategy will be used by deaf

, I

is less demanding. The present experiment' was conducted to answer this

subjects when the'task

. -

question. experiment, S modified :aehtence-picture paradigm was used
-

Instead- of -1:ii7esenting the sentence in printed "form, each sentence in

. /

experiment was signed word by -Word by an ASL signer. Upon the compl ion of

thit

. .

..

the signed sentence, the. .picture appeared on
\,

the screen. Since .a 1 the

/ ' , \ .

,

subjects were highly familiar with ASL signs, ,and the sentences Were simple in

I --, '': I '.

structure, it was expected that
Suctr_signecktentences:Wonld be easier TOE' them

t,"' r -...,:::. -. -..

i ,

ito. comprehend. This expectation .was - confirmed... It was.:,:fnd. that. subjects
. .

showed no diffIculty in comprehending sue
72 1

sentences. The target sentences

and the experimental manipulations in this 'experiment were the same as those

of the litt experiment.. Comparisons of
\
!Sults obtained in these two

experiments should yield important.informatian about the coding strategies of



e.

deaf subjects under various conditions.

Method

Subjects

Fifteen profoundly deaf high school students who - participated in

Experiment 1 but not in Experiment 2 were recruited again to serve as subjects

in:the prttent experiment.

Materials and Procedure

The materials and procedure in this experiment were the same as in

Experiment 2 except that the sentences were presented by an ASL sigder signing

.

the sentencelword by word (i.e. each'sign corresponding to each English word

and order)to--the-subject..------A
ain-,,....the_clepencrent__meas_ure was the sentence

verification time.

Results and Discussion
\

In contrast to the last experiment where subjects'showed great difficy

in reading. 4mintid. English sentences, subjects in the present experiment.:

Comprehended the signed sentence with ease..-
Mosubjects were ready to press'?

the.white button tp signilfthtcomprehensiOn of the presented sentence alliOst

last-word in the ,lientenee was -signed. The ease

perception
Xupports..thontention:that signing is a natural

- a

communication tool-for these subjects.

as WW1. as
,

are

and familiar
v

Results of verification RTswith retpect to-the two independent variable

suMmeiied in Table 5. A 2.(AffirMative Negative) x 2 (True vs

...,____False)-ANOVATsimil'ar to the one used in Experiment 2 was performed omthe raw

RT data It revealed a :significant main effect of Truth Value, F(,1,14)

11.71,,p < .01, and a significant Main effect-of spit ctic:struCturc, 'F(104)
- 1

< J.01. There was also a sigpificant.int action between the above



two factors,°F(1,14) = 6.47i .p < .05. In general, the pattern of results from

the present experiment is similar to that Of Experiment 2. However, a careful

examination of Table 4. and 5 reveals the folloviing differences:

Insert Table 5 about here

1. Whereas Table 4. shows, a greater effect of truth. Value -than of
,

syntactive structure, Table '5 shows ',a greater effect of syntactic structure

than of truth value (263.5 cosec vs. 109.5 msec)'.

Whereas the interaction effect of Table 4 is accounted for by the

disappearance of/ a syntactic effect in false sentences, the interaction of

Table 5 seems. t6 result from the disappcananCe of _a truth value effeet-in

negative sentences'. In fact, post-hod:inalyses with Tukey's HSD?-procedure

shoWed that the simple effect of negation was significant in both true and

falSe sentences.

lakentogether, the pattern suggests a/very strong effect of sentence

structure,. This result alonepoints to the possibility of a linguistic code

in comprehendint AM. sentences. The data may be tested agSinst a general

: -linguistic model under the criteria set up in the last experiment. To begin

with, the four.Verifteition RT means. were plotted in FigUre 2 in the.order
. -

and Just (1975)" constituent cOMparisonVmodeland.apredicted by Carpenter

trend analpsis was applied' to search for,a curve with the best goodnassof-
,-,

The results showed: a very strong linear trend, F(1,42)

which accounted for 80:of the variance. The trend analysis, also showed_'_ that_

.,cieparture from-Ai:heir-4y was not statistically significant,.F(2,42) = 2.9, p >

.10. "ThUs, the, results.of the present. experiment with signed sentences were



consistent with a general linguistic model

Jones, 1976; Clark & Chase, ,1972).

(Carpenter & Jus , 1975; Catlin &

_Insert Figure 2 about here

Next, the reduced effect of the true-false factor plus the enhanced

effect of negation suggests a very different ratio of negation

falsification time as compared to that obtained in the last experiment.

Following the 'equations described in Experiment 2, the 'negation time and the

faldification time came out to be 263.5 cosec and 79.5 msec, -respectively. The

resulting, NT/FT ratio is 3.314, very close to the-catio of 4 predicted by

linguistic coding model,(Carpenter & Just, 1975; Catlin & Jones-,-1976;- Shobeni

1978).

But what of the other linguistic effect, that of markedness? Table 6

displays the relevant data. As the figures in the
_

averaged verification RT is 1242 for the "above" sentences and 1317

"below" sent:ences. A' dependent t test reveals _that the difference_ is,-

significant, t(14) = 2.14, pc.65: Again, this is consistent with a linguistic

second row 'indicate,' the

for thet ;

model..

emma..1.0a.M.E.M.I.M.Mawebo.ownemmal.warosemsememsemsmemmeemma

Insert Table 6 about here

Putting all theie pieces of evidence together, we can conclude/ that the;
11

in this experiment;;

to the syntactic
code upcin which subjects based their verification. decisions

linguistic in nature. It shows particular sensitivity

failtor as well as to the effect of linguistic markedness. Therefo're deaf:



,subjects do haveithe linguistic coding strategy at-their

1 simply do not spontaneously apply it to a reading task.

linguistic coding strategy when sentences are presented in

disposal, but they

The absence of

print, suggests that

deaf subjects_may treat reading.not as a linguistic activity but rather as a

general problem-solving- task. Hence, based upon the task demand (in this

case,picture:verification), they4dopta visual - imagery strategy which seems

to meet .*the---demand. The-inVerted U in Figure 1 andthe :low NT/FT ratio

observed in ExperiMent 2 give 'strong evidence for a visualimagery code

(MacLeod, at al., 1978). Whether this explanation is correct remains to be

teste&-in-further studies.'

Fihally, the correlation between the verification RTs (collapsed over

sentence types) in the present experiment and the letter-decoding RTs in the

first experiment was also calculated-;--The-resulting correlation coefficient

is .52 which is sigpificant at the .,05 level with an nio: only 15 This means

that the mechanistic process involved in the letter,decoding taik_shares some

common propertY with the decoding:.of signs in--the comprehension, of signed,

sentences;

It'has been consistently reported that deaf children ha4e severe reading

problemS. The present` study Considered this problem frOm4 an inforMation .,.
-- -:,

(
processing viewpoint. UsingChronomettic (RT) procedures, three experiments

were conductett40txamine various coding 'strategies that may be used Otdeaf

-subjecteTin--difretent linguistic activities. , The rationale behind :these

experiments -is that,,by discovering tnesitnilsr#ies-anddifferences in coding

strategies hetween deaf and heating subjects in various information-processing

tasks°, we may be able to identify the lbaSic reasons for deaf children's.

1
0



subjectt do have the linguistic coding strategy at their disposal, bUt they
, .

-

simply do not;spontaneouSly apply it to a reading task. The absence of a

linguiitic coding strategywhen sentences are presented in print; suggests that

deaf subject's may treat reading not cS a linguistic activity bilt rather as a

general problem-solving task. Hence, based upon the task demand (In. this

case, picture verification), they adopt a visual-imagery strategy whiCh seems

to meet ..the., demand. The inverted U in Figure 1 and the low NT /FT ratio

#

observed in Experiment 2 give strong evidence- for a visual-imagery code

(MacLeod, f! al..., 1978). Whether this explanation is Correct remains to be

77-tested in further studies -.- -,-

Finally, the correlation between the ver:tfication RTs (collapsed over

sentence types) In the present experiment and the letter-decoding RTs in the

first experiment was also calculated. The resulting correlation coefficient

Ylk
7

is .52 which is significant at the .05 level with an only 15. This deans
-

that the mechanistic proCess involved in theletter decoding task shares some

common property with -the deCoding of signs in the comprehension' of signed

sentences.

General Discussion

It has been consistently .reported that, deaf children have severe reading

Problems. The present study considered ,this problem 'from

. j

an information'

processing viewpoint. Using chronbmeiric (RT) Procedure's, three experiments

were conducted to examine various coding strategies. that may be used,by deaf

subjectS in different linguistic activities. The rationale behindthese,
_ .

'experimehts is that, by discovering the Amilarities and differences in coding,

strategies between deatind:hearinusubjects in various information processing

tasks, we ;lay be able to identity the ,.basic reasons for deaf children's



effect of linguistic Markedness.

Finally, letter decoding times correla,te signiflcantlY with verification

times for signed se-tences but not with Verification times for printed

sentences. Two independent processes are implicated for letter"decoding and

for reading in deaf subjects.

These results reveal a cogent point that should be lesson to

investigators of reading. -Presenting a printed sentence to subjects and

asking them to "read" it does not necessarily mean that the resulting code

must be in linguistic in nature. Thu data suggest that under- different

presenting modes deaf subjetts employ different coding strategies to process

sentences. In fact, their reading behavior exhibits a- pattern which is

consistent with'that of deaf subjedts in other reading tasks reported in the

. .

literature. They tend to engage more in a.means-end analysis which emphasizes

the identification of words in the stimulus sentence (Liben, Nowell, &

Posnansky, 1978; Quigley; Wilbur, Power, MOntanelli, & Steinkampc 1976; laple,

Fischer & .8ellugis-:.1977). This .type ,of problem-solving strategy is best

sxemplified by theresultt:Of'EXperiment 2 where a pattern of verification RTs.,

.
,

.

ihoWs that SubjeCtS4 sentence procisiing is guided by the subsequent picture

instead of, vice versa. Stich a problem-solving strategy requires conscious

manipulation of information in active memory and appears .to demand attention

(Posner/A Snyder, 1975). On the. other hand,.a highlt;overliarned decoding

.proceis such as sign preception appears to require relatively little

'attention In Experiment. 3, the sentence was ixpressed in ASL morphemes which

were presumably highly .ftmiliar items; thus, word identification was automatic

and attention could be diverted!-towird other aspects_ (e.g., the syntactic:.

structure) ..of the sentence.- This distinction between the two kinds of



t , effect of linguistic markedness.

Finally, letter decoding times corr

*

e significantly with verification

times for signed sentences but not with verification times for printed

sentences. ,Two'independent processes are implicated for letter decoding and

for reading in dear subjects.

:These results reveal a cogent point that should be a lesson to

investigators of reeding 'Presenting a printed sentence to subjects and
. .

asking them to "read"-it does not necessarily mean that the resulting code
I..

must. be in linguistic_ in nature. *The data suggest that under different

presenting modes,deaf subjectSeMploy different codihg strategies to procesS

sentences.. In fact, -their reading behavior exhibits a pattern which is

consistent with that of deaf subjects in,other reading tasksreported.in. the

literature.' They tend to engage more in a means-end.analysiiWhich emphasizes

the identification of words in the stimului sentence (Ube6, Nowell,

PosnanskY, 1978; Quigley;. Wilbur, Power, Montanelli,.& SteinkamP, 1976, Siple,

fiecher & BelluSit1-1977). This type Of,problem-solving strategy is best

exemplified by the results OrEXperiment 2 where a pattern of verificatijonlas

shows that-subjectssentence processing i guided by the subsequent pictUrt,

instead of vice versa. Such a problem-solving iirategy requires conscious

manipulation of information in active memOry and_appeari to demtnd attention'

1975). On the other hand, a highly overlearned .decoding.-(Posner & Snyder,

such as sign preception -' appears to require relatively 'little

'attention. In Experiment 3, the sentence was expressed in ASL morphemes which

_

were presuMably highly. familiar items; thus,word identification was automat.ic.

and :attention could be diverted toward other aspects (e4C,

structure)' of the sentence.
I

the syntactic

This distinction between the=: two.. kinds of/-
7



feeling of the orthographic and syntactic structure of English writing, they

will have difficulty in deciphering the grapheme-meaning relationship. The

inability to achieve automaticity in decoding the graphemic-meaning
- =

relationship' is a common phenomenon obierved in second-language learning

(Dornic, 1979). Such a second-language hypothesis is consistent with the

hypothesis of other researChers (Charrow Fletcher , 1974; StokOe, 1975) that

\
pr el ingual. deaf. children = learn Engl ish as a second language.

When deaf subjects start to learn to read English, they are confronting a

totally new set of nguistic rules. Not only is the language itself a

different one, but al the alphabetic principle embedded in the printed array

is a rather \peculiar one It has been shown that the grapheme.meaning-

relationship in \.English script is morphophonemid in nature' and requires- a"

\ [

level of linguistic awareness for its mastery (Gleitman 1977). Even

, -

for a normal hearin\ g child, such an abstract_reIationship is difficult to

assimilate. But :ins, addition deaf- -ciiildren do not have the ph nologiCal-
-\, I _

repertoire upon 1which English Orthography is based', It is not difficult t

appreciate deaf children,s tremendous difficulty in 1erai-ning to read English.

If we accept T the conceptualization that learning to read English is a

,novel experience

reading

- competent

for deaf children4 then it may be expected that many Oftheir

Of,- the bilingual with his less

language. For exaMple, as in :tbe 1resulti of Experiment 1,

problems- should' parallel those

bilingual° subject is usually slower in enco'ding and: decoding his suboOinate

language. Dornic (1979) after reviewing mot of the bilingual processing

literature in a variety of 'language combinations such as Swedish..Englishi

Swed ir7German French- English; ftec h...German , Finn ishl.Swed ish4 Engl ish4erman

etc., `,concludes that for some reason a bilingual subject is unable to apply



the, automatic's. encoding and decoding - processes he has already developed for his

dominant language to the reading of his less competent language. from the

.

results- of the .present three experiments, it is clear that deaf subjects are

,

1

unable' , to apply their existing linguistic'- cOding strategies and their

a
automatic decoding skills to comprehend a printed English sentence.

In conclusion, based upon results of the present .three experiments and of.

other- - atudies on deaf. children's reading ability,
is clear that deaf

children -_'i_adeed hav,?.. great difficulty in reading Erelish.

learning difficulties-can be identified.

'First the graphememeaning relationship that characterizes the English

Several major

alphabetic script is morphophonimic in nature. It is 'difficult for deaf

subjects, who are used to the morpheme based representation of ASL signs, to-

grasp such a .:marphoptiont...aic representatiOn. Even a.normal. hearing child ,must-

be able to .take 'advantage of the orthog7phic, regularities in -the' printed

arrays in order' 'to become a -99 reader' --(Maisara-,-- '1975). Gihscin,-- Shurcl-iff--

.
-'.

i\\to-

the

Ycin.s.. 0970.) . have demonstre ed that deaf children are also 'sensitiie-\to-

the orthographic regularities oif English words in their reading performance..

Since deaf ohildren do ast have the phonological structure upon which . the

orthographic regularities are built,. the question of ho4 to help. them ". to

acquire the %higher level of linguistic awareness toward the English script

should be a c!Jallinge for further research. Current the

relationshipbetween metacognitive ability pnd reading performance (Flavell &

Wellman. 1977) should yield important information to help us meet that

.challenge.

Second, lack 9f linguistic:- awareness toward English prevents deaf

sunjects from developing automaticity in letter
decoding and word recognition.

,



In consequence, they do not apply their existing linguistib Coding strIltegy to

process 'English, Thus, it is nut the eye which is not adapted'to linguistic

'information; rather, it is a problem of dealing With a novel orthography

withOut appropriate limguistic skills, Since deaf _,Subjects_d0 pot- process:

printed sentences in a linsuistic code,

c-

they contentrate on lower-level

proceSaing such: as: 3,rord1 identification whiCh ---demandi a mat -deal of
r

attention;--Heicce-,-;-litile-Hcapacity-is-left7fOr-higher-coibrehensiOn---proceese

Such a probIemsolVingi strategy is- also very much task dependent. .Therefore,

wany of the inconsistent reports with respect to deaf subjects' reading

strategies may be resolVed by task analysis

Finally atfl not'-unrelated to tne.ia'st, point, the concept of automaticity
A

in

perCePtual_controlsWithin_the yttemthe_readerLoinjmiLccom_one level" to ',

reading implies :.a,hierarn iCal aystem. of semantic, syntactic, : and

,
.

another. : The ipurpose_ Of .,instruction is then to practice at the lower. levels

until.. they function automatically '' Thus, depethildran Can use the'iriethod::of-------

repeated reading oil a story to progress at each, reading from (-1 Y. identifyi4 ---
J

printed words to (i) 'getting the meitl\ ing,Of tbe words to (3) iComprehendini-the'
f

..
. ;

_t

story, This method is simply to tiaili deaf children do what some good readers

,

did as beginners:
/

read : and reread Athe same stOry:. many :times:, until
/::: --\.,,

nh

,I, \ :, ,

aieved automatipnoCissing of words, so that they Could. fodus attention on

comprehension. Alternatively, we can have deaf children read material;: which

bu 7. repetitious, particularly fir. vocabularlY (Ginger.: 1976).
. .

(

Singer. (1970... automatic recognition f words,
s

are interesting

According to partieufarly

function words (conjunctions, and prePoSitionswhich tie tcigaher thO.C6iiteUt

words_ such as nouns, adji;.1tives, verbs,. and adverbS)', isMost likely to

develop from repeated reading from reading Aeries books, from a large



amount:crreading of' relatively easy .books V. Once the mechanistic processes of

lower level processing become automatic, deaf children may be able to pay more

aetention to higher-level ',:.processing :iiiiCh.-aS :creating a 'coherent propositional ,
-

base from
1

a given text and -Makidgf,inferences beyond 'the InTor. mation. given, . \-. . ,

. I .

-
-.. .. -, /

. i
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TABLE 1

Mian RTs (milliseconds) for NI and PI conditions across same-difference

responses in Experiment 1

_0.5,
-1



TABLE 2

.

Mean RTs in MIS and conditions for deaf-Subjects ti Experiment 1 as :

compared to meaOlTs for normal hearing subjeCts in .the same conditions@

__..

Subjects

Net RT difference

@ Data.for hearing subjects were collected by Hunt et a . (1975).
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TABLE 3

.

The sentence-picture stimulus pairs as'/a functionof trial type,

hypothetical representation, and number of constituent .c=parisons

Trial. . SENTENCE PICTURE NUMBr.rimeiELOTrmP .1,
'SENTENCE.. PICTURE/Type .- / REPRESENTATION REPRESENTATION '"."'

COMPARISON

TA 'PLUS IS BELOW STAR
STAR` IS ABOVE PLUS

FA
PLUS TS ABOVE STAR
STAR IS/BELOW PLUS /4
PLUS IS NOT ABOVE STAR *
STAR IS NOT-BELOW. PLUS +

/
-STAR IS NOT ABOVE,rws *
PLUS IS, BELOW /STAR +

AFF (STAR ,TbP)

EAFF (PLUS ,TOP)

F.

INEG (AFT (PLUS,TOP) ) (STAR,TOP)

INEG(AFF(STAR,TOP))1 (STAR,TOP) IL 4



TABLE 4

Mean verification liTs as a function.of trial type for-20 subjects
in Experiment 2

Restonse Affirmative Ne ativt Nean RT

True 1072 1323 1197

False 1395 1435 1414

Mean RT = :1243 C. 1379 1306

. ONIMbw.411101.11.0



TABLE 1,

4A'

Mean verification RTs asa function of trial type sentence for 15

subjects in Experiment 3

Response_ 'Affirmative 'Negative Nean RT

True- 1066.8 2409.6 1238.2

False 1255.467 1439.8 1347.63



.

TABLE 6

tian RTs for linguisticly marked Proposition "BELY,4" and unmarIced
proposition "ABOVE" acrossing two experimental manipulations@

/

BELOW ABOVE Ink t.1-MiCE

lircared sentence

Signed sentence

1296 23 27

1317 - 1242 +75*'

@ In Ex Periment 2, the sentence is presemted by printed English 'words.
In Experime.nt 3, the same sentence is presented by ASI. with.each
-sign corresponding to each English word.

* p 4 -05

-t
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In'the past, experiements nth Words presented in the format of mixing

upper- and lower-case letters has seen Conducted to gather evidence for

"visual reading" in skilled readers. We critically examined the

conceptualization behind these experiments. Two new experiments were

reported to show that less skilled readers in_ fact suffered more than

:good readers when the, visual patterns-(of the. presented words were

distorted gay mixing upper- end lower-case letters.



Sinc6 naming latency and the speed for making a lexical decision

upon seeing a briefly presented'word are highly correlated with reeding

comprehenSion scores' (Adams, 1979; Frcderiksen,
1978), it is natural tbat

-one of the. major concern.. in
reading'research has been the attempt to

delineate differences between good and less skilled readers with respect'

to their ability to decode a printed word. It is expected that models of

basic.readingprocess should be able to account for the difference

word recognition ability between good and less skilled readers.

in the

Preoccupied with the concepts of speed and efficiency, many reading

models of infdrmation processing postulate at least two different

pathways linking the printed array and its lexical entry. One such .

pathway is phonological and .requires a process of grapheme-phoneme

-conversion called speech recoding. The other,pathway represents a

"visual route", and implicit in the concept of the visual route is the,

notion that some sort of. internal visual representation mediates between

word's printed form and its semantic representation (Mcdusker,

*Hillinger & Bias, 1981)'. It is further assumed that the visual and the

phonological pathways in most cases proceed in parallel but that the

fortherrusuilly reaches the lexical entry much faster than the ,latter

(Meyer, tchvaneveldt & Ruddy, 1974).

In recent years, such a dual access model of reading has ga.\ned more

and. more acceptance (McCusker et al., 1981). is time-to its

ability of handling findings from experiments concerning word

recognition. First, how does it explain the speed difference between

good and less skilled readers? According to this model, the phonological

,pathway may be important for the less'skilled readers, but/the increases

in reading speed by ;good readers might well reflect a bypass" of



phonological- recoding in favor of visually mediated access. The reason

is, "Specifically, with increased practice, the :ize of the pool of

visually accessible lexical entries would increase, with a concomitant'

increase in reading speed."-(McCusker et al.:1981, p. 235). Second, how

does it account for the speed difference in the recognition of high and

low frequency words? The model assumes the existence of "a pool of high-

frequency words that may be accessed rapidly via a visual representation;

all other words, having 'no such visual representation, would by default

be accessed . by the slower phonological recoding procedure. On the

surface these accounts seem to handle the data beautifully and with

compact logic. A moment's reflection, however, suggests otherwise.

As-mentioned above, the idea of bypassing a phonological pathway has

been entertained by many, \reading.models, including the currently-mest

. .popular dual-access model. Inherent in all these models ls the

assumption that some visual configuration information .provides an

alternative: route for the good readers to go directly from print Ito the

lexical entry. 'What is 'the 'nature of such visual configuration

information? Some theorists

features

as multi-letter visual

as word shapes (Fisher, 1975; Rumelhart & Siple, 1972) or

some types of familiar letter groups-that...are critical for whole ,ward

recognition without their .onstituent -letters being identified (Baron &

Strawson, 1976; Bauer & Stanovich 1980). To demonstrate the existence

Of such visual configuration infOrmation, these' investigators have

empl:oyed the-technique of presenting words arranged in alternating upper

and' lower-case letter combinatic,ns.- The purtiose of mixing 'cases is to.

prevent readers from extracting the overall visual configuration

information that is critical for whole word`recognition. Results from

123
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most such stddies, except thlose by Smith and his associates (Smith, 1969;

Smith, Lott & Crohnell, 1969), have supported the availability f the

visual configuration information by showing a large impairment of word

recognition in mixed-case experiments (Coltheart & Freeman, 1974;

Drewnowski & Healy, 1977;' Mason, 1978; McClelland, 1976).

Whjle.the expertmental evidence for the visual configuration

information is undeniabl:f convincing, the proposal that such information

is available only tor mature and good readers and only in high-frequency

words has not`' been empirically verified: It has been taken for granted

that the efficiency of such word-level visual configuration information

is above and beyond Ihe phonological pathway and is only a privilege of

the good readers. In fact, there are experimental. 'results which. are at

odds with such a conceptualization. We can also raise counter-arguments

against this conceptdalization based upon the data from beginning

- readers. For exaMple,- ShimrOn and Mayon (1982) found that both children

and adults were unable to resist grapheme-to-phoneme

both children

'translation, 'that

anctadultsbenefittc from redundant-information lnAheir:

reading, and thatchildren *but notadults'Were sensitive .to minor

in . graphemes .which..stiTlpreserved -phoneme values.. 'Thus, the

argument that only ,good readers are sensitive to the. yisual pathway is'

normal

changes

certainly, without much expertmental support. But'lef Us first take a

look at results from experiments which directly maniOulated the goodness

of the printed arrays.

Suppose that good and less skilled readeri are presented with words

of alternating cases what 'reSults_should be expected .from the viewpoint

of.a ael?
.The-y .

-

pred ctlon.seems.to be straightforward: A

-typical ,hypothesis had been adyanced by Mason (1978) as follows: "Since
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-mixed case serves to destroy any overall visual features a word 'may

possess, one could expect highly-skilled readers to be more distrupted by
R.

mixed case than less skilled readers, if highly skilled readers recognize

k words as wholes, whereas less skilled readers process individual

letters." (p. 569). Mason ran a study to test this hypothesis but the

results seemed to suggest the opposite: It was the less skilled readers

..
who Were The most disadvantaged with mixed cases. Confronted by su\

results, Mason had to conclude that less skilled readers were alsk) using

-- visual configuration cues, but such -information wasa poor e' for

accurate word recognition. The results and the inevitable concl soon

Mason's experiment present two important anomalies to the dual- access

model mentioned above.. First, the visual configuration information i

not a privilege of the good readers. Second it is not a strong'cue for

word redognition. What, then, is wrong with our conceptualization aboUt

reading processes'?

.,

There is an alternative interpretation for Mason s results,' but that

tiinterpretation requires a different conceptualizaon-of how various cues

are put together to accomplish the reCognition tasi., Again, let us.

.

postpone this description until we are, sure about-the teplicability of

Mason's results. There- goodi7aders and 12 less skilled

reader's in her experiment. We decided to increase the sample size in'

each group. In:the following experiment, good and less 'skilled readeri

ware presented With 50-high- and 50 low-frequency words and were asked to

name-each-presented word as soon as passible. Half of =the words were

presented in all lower-,,:ase, letters and the other half were in mird

cases. The :dual- access model prechctsinore disruption for good readers

in the mixed case condition than for: less skill ed readers: Masoin' s



results, if replicated, would require an alternative conceptualization.

Experiment 1

Method

Subjects. With the help of the Study Center at the University of

'California, Riverside, and, of the Systemise Project of Learning from

Text, 'some.-400- .freshmen were administered the STEP II Reading Test

designed ,
for use at the college level. From these PO students, 21 good

readers and 21 less ikilled readers were selected based upon, their test

scores. The good readers mere selected from those vitt° scored above theP

90th percentile whereas the less skilled readers were selected from those

scoring below the 40th percentile. These subjects were paid 'for their

participation in the. study..

Materials and Apparatus.

from the norms of PaviO,

frequency'

Words used in thus study were selected

Yuille, land Madigan (1968). Fifty high-

(A or AA) and 50 low-frequenty (0-5) words were selected with

the/ / following constraints: (a) Homophones were exdluded,

.--

and low frequency words were matched for concreteness (mean

,/ length (mean = 6.6), and number of syllables .(mean 2.1). A lower-case-

and (b) high

6.1), word

mounted on slides.

and a mixed-case version,of each word were typed on Mylar plastic

For words presented

-comhinations always started with lower.case and then alternated between

upper- and lower-case. The words were presented one at a time via a

Kodak Carouiel slide projector. A directional microphone and noise-

.

operated Hunter relay indicator, with, sensitivity set at, the maximum

possible were used in conjunction with the projector equipped with.

Lafayette tachistoscope shutter and a. Lafayette digital clock. The

and,

in mixed cases, the letter

,
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clock was activated when, the shutter opened to display a slide.

time was recorded in milliseconds until the subject's

Elapsed

initial

vocalization, which terminated both the slide display and the clock.

Procedure.- The tubjects were tested individually and were told that

they would see _only. words. They were informed about the nature of

mixed-case words and were shown examples before the experimental trials

_began. They, were asked to name each presented-word as quickly and as

accurately as possible.

Results and. Discussion

The. overall erref-rates 'were 059 for.the,goo&readers-and .075: for

the less skilled readers.. Only'the correct naming times were used to

estimate the Mean. naming iatenciet ....Of each subject under the .four

conditions (i.e., 2.1eVels of word;frequency_by 2 types of stimuli). The

results of both skilled and less skillled readers are summarized in,Table

1. Statistical ANOVA for 2x2x2 (Readers by Frequency by Cae)

factorial design with first factor as a between-subject variable and the

last two as within-subject factors was performed on the latency data.

The results showed significant main effects of reading skill, F(1,40)

55.44, MSE =26395.34, of frequency [F(1,40),= 82.39, MSE 3237.14], and/

of case [F(1,40) = 208.87, MSE 478.09]. There is also a significant

interaction .effeCt between reading skill and word frequency, F(1,40)

18.92, MSE = 3237.14, suggesting that less skilled readers are much, more

-sensitiiie"to the freqUeridy:effect. The interaction effects between.:

reading ,skill and,typecaseaS well as betWeen frequencYand:typacase are

both- significant, F(1, 40) =31,42, MSE = 678.09, and F(1,40)0=.413.65,-

J4SE = ,556.88, .respectively.' The three -way interaction is not

,c. .
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significant. The above two interaction
effectsenable us ,to examine how

reading skill.interacts with case distortion and how frequency interacts

with-case distortion.

Ansert Table 1 about here

Since we were interested in the magnitude of disruption due to

alternating ca se s, the important. measure to be examined was the time

\

difference between naming the lower-case words and the mixed-case words.

The mean differences of naming times for the good and less skilled

readers are presented it' Figure 1 as a function of the word frequency.

to

Insert.Figure 1 about here"

Now let us examine the results as depicted in Figure

several major questions of interest.

with r-:spect

First did subjects suffer from mixing cases? The answer

for all subjects, including the less skilled readers.

-readers sl'Iow more disruption than the less' skilled readers?

is:yes and

Second, did good.

Not at all

and the picture is just opposite to the Predictien
from the dual access

model as described above. In fact, less skill readers show
I

more

disruption due to visual distortion than the skilled readers. In

essence, we replicated

frequency wcirds-

Mason's (1978) findings. Finally did high

have more, disruption than low frequency .words? Again,

the answer is
negative.--Nowlet us focus only on the data of skilled'

readers - naming high frequencY words.
According to the dual-accessmodel,

distortion of visual cues should have the most
devastating 'effect on this

128
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condition. On the contrary the data suggest that skilled readers do not

seem to beP botheNd by mixing cases when the to-be-named word is a high

frequency word.

In sum, the predictions generated from the dual-access model are

supported. , A skilled, mature "reader does not opt for the visual pathway

as the sole source: in order o tm a faster reader. Rather, it is the

less skilled readers Who seed, to have no choice other than adopting a

visual configuration cue which is just, not good enough for fast and

accurate word recognition.

What went wrong with the dual access model, of word perception? We

think there are two erroneous assumptions that have been made in the

model. First, it. is not true that visual configuration information by

itself can be a very effective cue. This can be seen in Groff's (1975)

analysis of words found in school books which shows that less than 20% of

th words found can be-represented by a unique shape;
consequently, the

visual configuration
information cannot be a useful cue. Second, it is

doubtful that skilled and mature readerS have ever bykassed the koceis

of phonological recoding.. We would suggest that it ii the inability to

utilize the phonological pathway that creates problems for.less skilled

readers. In an alphabetic writing System-such as English orthography,

the script-speech mapping represents sa morphophoner relation (Hung

Tzeng, 1981; Venezky, 1970). In order for a reader to be able to recode

the printed word into its phonological' representation, he/she must have

developed some kind of "linguistic awareness" concerning the spoken

language (see Mattingly, 1979, for a review) and he/she must be

phonologically mature enough to be able to see the morphoPhonological

regularities inherent in the script-speech relation of English



C

orthography:(see, Fowler, 1981, for a detailed discussion on these:

concepts and their supporting evidence). Liberman,-Liberman, Mattingly &

Shankweiler (1980), have argued that these two special demands may

account, on the one hand, for the elusiveness of the alphabetical

principle in the history of writing systems and, on the-oher hand, for

the frequent failure of learning to read among. children.

When ess-skilled readers are unable to effectively utiliie the

phonological pathway, they can rely only on vital information such as

shapes, certain idiosyncratic configurational cues (e.g., dog has a tail

"S" at the end), or some familiar letter groups. For less skilled

readers, any'of these different typesof visual information may be used

to. serve as meporial cues for word meanings and pronunciations (by rote

memory, of course). Mixed -case presentation impedes the extraction, of

these visual features and-thus results in severe disruption for the less

skilled.readers. In contrast, for good readers, the visual information

is used as an additional cue to the already available phonological,

semantic, syntactic, and other word-related information; thus,

the visual pathway would not result in any serious damage.

The above:interpretation-AS largelY'rbaseduPb0,10

there is differentiated :604rOdUndant:',information

blocking

assumption that

inherent in the printed

words and ttliat this information is only available to the good readers. If

this account is a Correct one, then. Vie should prediotAbat good readers

will suffer_ more disruPtiOn when some of the redundant information is

removed. The next experiment was conducted to test this prediction.

Experiment 2

In this experiment the attempt wai made to remove some redundant

information from the printed word which Was again presented i

s/121
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4/

alternating cases. Results from. the last experiment shoed that good

readers were only mildly disrUpted by mixing cases while less ,skilled

/11

readers were severely disrupted. tie have taken .these data to suggest

that' good readers are -able to takrel,,,the advantage of redUindant information

in the ,word'whereas such information is not aVailable
/

to the skilled

readers. .Our.experimental strate .is to remove such' redundancy and our

. /
ex4ctatian'is.that. good 'reader uld snoW more disruption due to the .

absence of the -tedundOnt i fOrmation. The 'redwidant information to be

removed in this case is the spelling-to-sound.regularity. Results from

previous studies have demonstrated facilitating effect of the

spelling-to-sound regularity in tasks such as na ing (Baron & Strawson,

1976 Glushkq, 1979 Gough & Cosky-, 1977) as/Well as lexjcal decisions

//

(Bauer & Stanovich,-1980.; Barron, 1979; Stanovich & Bauer; 1978). If %e

,i/

disrupt the printed array. such -that thepdistortion prevents skilled

readers from quickly extracting the phonological information, then the

facilitating effect observed in those previ;iiis studies should diminish 'or

at least be reduced. We, can athieve the visual distortion byy alternating

letter Cases during word presentation,/ as in the last experiment. The
I

question 'is how can we measure.the effeCt of removing the regularity

caused by mixing cases. We cannot simply look at the RT difference

between namings of lower-case and mixed-case words. "We need a control
it

'condition which 'we- can use to gauge the magnitude of the effect of

removing the spelling-to-sound regularity.

For thiS purpose '. we- included another list of

irregular spelling -to -sound mappings:. Reaction:times for naming these.

.words under both lower-'and -mixed -case, conditions were also measured- and

,
their difference was-taken to set the baseline. Since. irregUlar words can

viz.i.da which had .

131
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only benamed based upon orthographic information, 'disruption caused by

mixing cases can only be attributed to orthographic disruption. On the

other hand for regular-spelling-words, mixing cases results in, bOth

Consequently, we should
orthographic and, phonological disruption.

observe more disruption with regular-spelling words than with' irregular
1

spelling words with reispect to the effect of mixing cases on a naming

..- ,....
,

task. Furthermore, this argument should apply only to skilled readers.

For less skilledAeaders, the issue of 'phonol ogical redundancy may apply

to only a very small proportion of. words. Thus,.we should expect these

readers to show .quite different pattern.

In Maion's, (1978) experiments, both re6, ari*.

were varied but the expectO taraetien was not Obtained. The null

.

finding seems to question isur interpretation. How ier, as rqoe fitly

pointed out by -Bauer and Stanovich (1980), several methodological

weaknesses in Mason's st1idy make it difficult to accept her results as
af

concluding evidence. For example:: exception and regular words were.

blocked in Mason's experiment. This procedur would' certainly ensure

that skilled readers wo0d be able to adopt an orthographic reading, even,

for regular words. Also, Mason's experiment used Baron and Strawson

(1976) stimuli, which 'were imbalanced with respect to word frequency

(favoring exception words); These and other difficulties (see. Bauer &
)

results ,.inconclusive. In this

Bauer and Stainovich (198Q) -to

We al so presented words randomly

Stanovich, 12SC) render Mason' s,

experiment, we employed words used \by

demonstrate a regularity . effect.

without separately blocking
exc:aptionand.regulAr words in groups.



Method *.

Subjects. Twenty', skilled 20 less skilled retlers vere selected

from the same subjeCt source as Experiment 1. None of them participated

in the first experiment. They were paid for their service as subjects:.

Materials and Apparatus. The stifiluli consisted
of 100 words adopted

from Set A of Bauer and Stanovich's (1980)
expe4mental words (listed in

Appendix.0 on p. 431). The regular and exception words 'were matched'on

word length and word. frequency (mean frequencies of 64.5 and 64.6,

respectively according to the norms' of .Kucera and Francis, 1967).

Lqwer.-case, and 'Mixed-case versions of each word were constructed, and

mounted on 2x2 (inch) slide frames. In the mixed-case condition, the

first letter of each word was always in Id/Er case and subsequent litters

in theword werein alternating cases. If one subject.had a particular

word in, lower case, the next subject would receive the same word.in

alternating cases. The apparatus. for stimulus presentation and for

recording naming times wre the same as in the last experiment.

Procedure. All subjects were run individually. The instructions

for the practice trials and the,experimental
trials were the same as in

- j, --

the last experiment. Subjects were told about the nature of mixed -case

words but were not informed about the regular vs. irregular aspect of the

stimulus words.

a

Results and Discussion

.Non naming times were calculated for, each subject for regular_ and

irregular words for the lOwer and mixed cases. These data arepresented-

in :Table 2.---Statisticaf analyses similar to those in Experiment); reveal
_

r

. -

significant main effects of reading skill° [F(1,38) a 29.08, MSE
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35213.01], regularity [F(1,38) = 14.97, MSE = 4768.98], and typecase

[F(1,38) =91.69, SE = 1130.25]. There is also a significant interactior

effect between reading skill and typecase, F(1',38) = 6.59, MSE = 1130,25.

No other interaction effects are significant.

For each subject the .time difference between naming a lower-case

word . and a mixed-case word was also, calculated. Mean time differenCes

. .
.

for regUlar.andirregut4e woris are presented in Figur'e 2 as a function

of rending ability. Let us examine these time differences with respect

to our specific hypotheses..

Insert Table 2 and rIgure 2 about here

With respect ;:o the disruption caused by mixing the letters, do the,

good readers show a greater magnitude than the less skilled readers? The

answer is no and this is consistent with the observation made,in the last

experiment. The signifiCant interaction between Case Type andlleadil-,g'

Ability substantiates our position that it is the less skilled ,readers

who suffer most from the the script distortion. For good readers; the

distortion also slowed down their naming time, but to a much smaller

degree.

With respect to the factor-of spelling-to-sound regularity, we found

that both good and less skilled readens were slower in naming the
.

irregular wordt. Thus, we have extended Bauer and 'Stanovich's (1980)

regularity effect on ihe lexical decision task to the naming task. It

also suggests that Mason's (1978)'failure tb obtain such an effect may be
.

indeed due to the-fact that her regular words were contaminated by those

-which-have inconsist *neighbors" (e.g., The word CAVE may activate its



o

nefighbor HAVE which -tiappens to be a irregular word. For detailed

argiiments, !;66 Bauer. & Stanovich 1980), .

NOW we come to the critical test: Did regular words suffer a

. . -. ____

. - . . .

double- disruption from mixed-case presentation (b6th orthographic. ..-

familiarity and -Vocal is .center's pattern were
destroyed)'`only for good

readers Although the expected three-way InteraCtion did' not turn--out to

be sign (,:cant, the results as depicted in Figure 2- are Certainly -.very

sugge readers, we .disrupti an. ar

words as compared to the irregular_ Words; 'whereas for ,less skilled =

. 'readers we See' a Completely opposite patterr. It ,would_he difficult to

explain the good reader' Oresul t in terms. of a, dual ;saccess , model . s

-.model Would: assert,- that .the visual route is the oily -way to read- the

'

irregul ar wordi, and consequentlY, disrupting the visual configuration

should- produce the utmost damage. Our data are certainly ,inconsistent

with this prediction.. Ins fact, this prediction ,is ironicalfyconftrmed
.

data from less skilled readers -ather than from those'of.good readers.

more plausitile explanation for all these results is based upon the

.

concept of Coactivation of various' retrieval cues embedded in, a, printed

word. Accoraing to thi-s view, : performance of word perception

tacit itatecril there are redundant cues (orthograRhitfamil

vocalic:Center, word-length, letter position, etc.). which retrieve -su

word= schemata to coKtzibute to a common 'pool -of-activationithat initiate

a - recognition response, The fact that our less skilled ',-ireader

. did not short a dOuble-;disruition in .the,mi*ed-ce.e.presentatiOnlif-

the regular-spelling-t6rsound-
words strongly suggests that : phonologic

, __ , .

information embeddid-:36-=---these-- words -has

-retrieval cue -fOr-them.



One question remains to be answared: Why was there a regularity

effect for the less) ski4ed readers? There-are at least two possible-
.

answers. First, although ourl less skilled readers were unable to

effectiv11:;= phonological pathway, they were nevertheleis on their

way to 'vin access to this route. Secbnd, the observed regularity effect

may be purely due to orthographic familiarity. That is, exceptional

wordslniOatiletSoccurrence with respect to a certain visual p4ttern. So

the 'advantage .may be accountedjor by frequency-per' se rather than by

less skilled rehert' knowledge of phonological regularity:: At this
ga

. I

moment, we.prefer this-last interpretation.

I.

General Discussion

The question of how a fluent'reader processes printed words has been

a key -issue of experimental researchin reading for at least 100-yeart.

However, only recently -have detailed modelsbeep Worked out to relate

some of, their underlying mechdilisms to the'level of reading ability.

Current reading models which incorporate the .information processing

approach have, adopted a dual-access model to explain the results of

different speeds in word, naming andlexical decisiOnbetween good and

less skilled readers. In such 'model, it is hypothesized that two

.

separate pathways lead to. 6t; lexicon. One is accessed via a visual code

while the other ssed via a phonological code, with -the visual

pathway' usually being the faster., of the two (Bauer & Stanovich,-1980;

427). Since "good readers are muchjaster'in decoding wordi, it seems

reasonable.to conclude that they are visual readers in the sense that

they tend to choose the faster visual route'whereas less skilled readers

can only rely -on the slower phonological pathway. Similarly, the robust

effect of word frequency on word perception is attributed to the'

1
12;
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activation of the VituaLpathway by the high frequency words. ,

While on the surface this account of individual differences in ;.

reading ability seems to be logicallysound, further tests of hypotheses

generated from the model yielded experimental results in a toWly,

opposite direction. In fact, results from our twn eXperiments with words

presented_in.alternating cases strongly. suggest that it is the less .

skilled readers, rather than the good readers, who are, the Osual readeri,

and it is the low frequency words, rather than the high.fr4enoy words

which are. more' vulnerable to the distortion of visual config ration (this

isespecially true for the lesc skilled readers).

It is time for us /'to' critically evaluate the basic assumptions

underlying the dondeptualization of the information processing model of

reading, and the dual-acOss model in particular..These models are not at .

all unsophistiCated and formulations of their various components are

usually more than elegant. Why, then, are hypotheses generated from them

so easily refuted ty results from these very simple experiments of word

perdeption. We think the most erroneous
assumption made by the dual-

-:,acCets model is that ,the phonological pathway
is readily available to

.

.

both good and less skilled readers. In fact, we'founcronlY good', readers

able to utilize'the phonological route as vbackup:sYstem,when the visual

:,r0te had been blocked by mixed-casedistortion.f
Recently, Kati and his

studeA(persOnal communication) obtained experimental results consistent

with our findings reported' here.
...Theoretically speakiFITAin order to be

by
,

able tb,-Artilize the phonological made possible Han alphabetic

,\

writing system, a reader has to extract, the grapheme-phoriethe-: conversion,

rules embedded in that particular Orthography. Mattingly (1979) and

Liberman et al. (1980) have gathered much evidence to show that skilled'

13 7



ireadei-s differ strikingly both from illiterate adults (Morais, Cary,

Alegria, 8 Bertersoo. 1979) and from prereading children (e.g., Liberman,

Shankweiler, Fischer b Carter, 1974). along the dimension of linguistic

:awareness and of Phonological maturity. Thus; it ,may be overly

presumptuous to assume the readiness of the phonological route simply

because every child seems to easily acquire the spoken language. Between

script -and speech, there is a gigantic gap to be crossed over.

children and adults this may "not be as easy as it seems.

The second erroneous assumption Made by the

For many

dual-access model is

that good readers somehow bypass the phonological route and opt for the

visual route. No doubt, visual .configuration, familiar letter groups,

word length, letter positions, and sequential redundancies, all serve as

important cluEs to activate the "logogen" of a .4nrd (Mbrton, 1969).

However, whenthe presented letter string has ei.egular grapheme-phoneme

relationship, why the reader would want to avoid using this readily

available information and thustypass the phonologIcal route is certainly

a mystery. In recent years information processing models also introduce

the concept of automaticity (LaBerge and. Samuels, 1974) to describe the

speeding-up of many subskills Iincluding letter-sound conversion) in word

decoding by fluent readers. But if automaticity means no loss of

processing capacity and no consumption of prqcessing energy then why is

there any need for bypassing?

We propose that the difference between good endless skilled readees

is that for 'the formerthere is a great deal of redundant information

inherent in,:'a.PrIntedwordthat is readiltats' their disposal and that

this ,TedUndancy makes them lest vulnerable to distoetions in a presented

letter string. FOr the:-poor readers, the lack. of knowledge about he

129



grapheme-phoneme conversion r'ules prevents them from the efficient use of

the phonological pathway. :14y are then forced to.adopt a viitial reading

strategy which is useful only when reading 7'4 limited to a/Cfery smalliset

I

of
-

words. number of rds to be learned inc ases, confusions
,

among words with respect to their visual configure ions begin to set in

and the visual reading strate y becomes the locus of the reading p7oblem

for these children. Ihms4 for most of thes less,skilled readerL the

underlying reason for theiriinabil itY' to become efficient readers Iiies in*

their inability to make connections between script and sPeech in o'der to

utilize the phonological pathway. If/a once skilled reader 16uffers
/7 .

cerebral damage whiCh prevents him/her from using phonology, the he/she

has. to rely. on the ..visual pathway to. get to -:-the- leOdon.

residual: ability to use .cues to guess some of,thewords.-.

correctly in no may:sujgests-/Ahat...he:::visUal-'pathway:is a.more efficient

But such a

way of reading.- The important fact to be remembered is that these

patients read poorly/and.that is the reason that they are clats4ied as.
/

"deepdytlexic$"./Te data from deep dyslexiCs cannot, _and should not be

taken to support the assertion that. good. readers_ are visual readers.
.

Rather, their. errOr.Patterns-iPreadin'R are consistent withour propOsal

that.less:skilletFreaders have difficUlties in 'decoding words because
. .
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TABLE 1
'MEAN ::NAMING LATENCIES (I N- MSEC) FOR HIGH AND LOW FREQUENCY WORDS

IN EXPERIMENT 1 AS A FUNCTION OP READING AB I LI TY AND TYPECASE

TYPECASE

fli GH TREQUERCY

MEAN ER

LOW FREQUENCY

MEAN ER

N.,

-MI XED..

LOWER.

MI XED-LOWER
DIFFERENCE

XED

LOWER -

DI
XED- LOWER
IFFERENCE

604

577

27

SKILLED READING GROUP

,02 654 .057

015 610 .05

.005 44 .00i

LESS SKILLED READING CROUP

770 . .016 905 .143

708 .012 807 .10

62 .004 99 .043

At.
'7' I.

NOTE-ER ERROR. RATE

135

144





MEAN NAM I NG 4..ATENC I ES ( I N MSEC) FOR REGULAR AND EXCEPTION WORDS

EXPER I MENT 2 AS A FUNCTION OF READING ABILITY AND TYPECASE

TY P ECASg

REGULAR

MEAN

ExcaEi ON

MEAN

MIXED 695

LOWER '552

XED=LOWER 43

SKI LLED ,\ READ I NG GROUP.

717

686

LESS SKILLED READING, GROUP

MIXED 849 911

LOWER 794 . 841

MIXED-LOWER 55 70

146



.Figure Caption

Figure 1. Reaction time (RT).difference
between naming lower-case and

mixed-case words as a function of reading ability afjd word frequency.

Figure 2. Reaction time (RT) difference between naming loWer-cise and

mixed -case words' as a function of reading ability ind grapheme-

phoneme regularity.
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Ortho4raphy, .Reading, and ,Cqe-ebral .Lateral4ation'
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For most of us learning to read seems to be an easy task which'really does. not

deserve much scientific attention. However, when one considers the proportion of

children who fail to learn to read in the elementary school, it becomes clear that

the 'success of learning to reed does not come naturally, as does the analog of

learning to speak. In fact, the shocking percentage of reading failure in many

countries has led some researchers to conclude that "the problem with reading is not

a visual perceptual 'problem; the problem is rather that the eye is not biologically

adapted to language." (Gleitman & Rozin,-1977, p.- 3). But the last statement cannot

be right, for deaf children have no known problems learning sign language via the

"visual" modality (Klima & Bellugi, 1979; Newport & Supalla, 980). What, then, does

contribute to the lacJ of success in learning to read? Let us examine the situation

more closely..

The relation between written scripts and spoken languages seems so close that

one would expect that anyone' who is able to speak should be able to read.

Nevertheless, thiS As not the case. Whereas all humans learn to speak _effortlessly.

and naturally, 'indicating that there must be.a significant influence froln ginetic

facilitation,: the situation is very different with writing. Many societies still do

have written langyages; and in most literate; societies, there are people who

qpincipt-'read or. write,.eitherHfor social or organic reasons. Thus, for cognitive

theOrttts, indipractioners alike, the question becomes: Why do some children fail to

lear,n to read?: This question is particularly baffling when the reading failure is,'

c6ipletely unexpected and defies commonsense explanations (Frith, 1981). For

examOIe given that the child alreadyjlas learned the spoken languageand that each

letfer- on the printed array corresponds roughly to a'visual analog of some known

speech category, it seems that reading should be an easy deciphering task. Yet,,this

-w is simply wrong. Decades of intensive research have revealed that the problem

of:,reading may have something to do with the cognitive prerequisites to understanding

one's own spoken language and to .appreCiating the script-speech relations embedded in



a particular writing system (Gleitman & Rozin, 1977; Hung & Tzeng, 1981).

The recognition that purely external
linguistic factors may contribute th'

incidence of 'reading 'disability immediately brings our research focus onto several

directions of inquiry. 'First what are the linguistic factors which affect the

procest'nflearning to read. at the entry level? Are they language specific? SeconC\

what are the basic processing components in skillful reading? Again, are they

language specific? Third, what are the defining features of reading disability and

of acquired dyslexia? Finally, given the varieties of writing systems with different

types of script-speech relations (Hung & Tzeng, 1981), how does the brain adapt tor,

these orthographic
variations? These and many other questions have been the central

concerns of.our research.
Specifically, we have been trying to find out the ways in

whiCh different orthographies mediate between visual perception of a printed array

and lexical retrieval. Given the linguistic differences in mapping the script onto

speech, the three types of orthographies, namely, Chinese logographs, Japanese

syllabaries, and . Englith alphabet, seem; to present different kinds of deMands on

their readers. when they scan an'array of print and attempt toconvert the vitua,

messages Into 'some types of lingiristic codes (Fowler,. 1981). Such-effec4:Of
!

orthographic variations are most appirentipthe beginning readers(Gleitman &

1974) as well as in the aphasic, patients who h4.,ielarge left hemisphere perisylliion

lesions-(Coltheart,A980).
jhus, a comparative reading study across these three''

.
!

types Of. orthographies, With respect. to both.nOrmal'and dyslexic rjeding prOcessesi

i.._ :.

would certainlyhelp
us.tOmaravel the tangled. story.ofthe most remarkable specific'

.

.

Rozin

.

performance that civilization has leaped in all his history." (Huey 1908/1968.
p.6).

In this initial step toward a comparative study of the reading:

orthographiet = we cannot hope tcanst* all the above questions. Instead, we Mil

\

focUs
which is Concerned with the ,

cognitive' an'

involvedAn. reading.
'We will raiseSoml
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key research questions and also point out what information is available and what is

still needed in order to answer these-questions.

. A theoretical Imideline would be helpful in sorting out the. essentials from the

messy data from most cross-cultural and cross - language research. It is our

conviction that any attemptto.urierstand the act of reading as a complex, biological

r.

system should deal with the obtained dlta with respect to four sub-theories as

suggested by Marshill and Newcombe (1981). Firstwe need to develop a theory-of

orthography which regards the_ theory of written language as a statement of the

mapping between the form of an orthography and a set of levels of representation made

available by virtue of having acquired the spoken language on the part of the

beginning readers (Hung & Tzeng, 1981; Gleitman & Rozin, 1977; Wang, 1981).

Second, we needto develop a theory of perceptual learning that would specify

which of the mappings that a certain type of orthography makes available are actually

perceived and utilized by the beginning readers under various instructional programs-

(Gibson & Leyin,- 1975; Gleitman &' Rozin 1977; Liberman, Liberman, Mattingly &-

Shankweiler, 1980). :third, a theory of modulation should be developed to specify the

nature of the storage devices, transducers) feedback loops and so forth that are

required to implement the on-line act of reading (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981;

Morton, 979; Taft, 1979). Finally, we need a theory to specify the neuronal

hardware that instantiates the dynamic aspect of lexical retrieval as exemplified- in

the above theory of modulation (Colthar , Patterson & Marshall, 1980, Marshall and

NewCombe 1973),

,

In this chapter; we will not attempt to give detailed specifications for each of

the four subtheories. Readers who are interested in their developments should

constiAt relevant journal papers as well as book chapter\ s which are published in an

increasing rate. :Here are some leads. Wang.(1981} has been 4ryiqg to develop a

theory of orthography-from the perspective ofan optimal orthography. Tzeng and hii
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associates .(Hung & Tzeng, 1981; Tzeng & Hung, 1980; Tzeng, in press) have. attempted

to specify the constraints of various script-speech relations on readers' linguistic

awareness. _They investigated the effects of orthographic variations on visual

information processing (see also Leong, 1981). In another study,_ Tzeng, Hung, and

Wang (1977) specified the role of speech recoding in reading Chinese logbgraphs.

With respect,to the theory of neurolinguistics, Tzeng and his research group

o

(Hardyck; Tzeng -& wang, 1977, 1978; Tzeng, Hung, Cotton & Wang, 1979) have looked,
;

into the issue of visual lateralization effect in reading different orthographic

symbols. Recently, Hung and Tzing (1981) have given an extensive review on various ,

reading defiCitt in different types of aphasic patients .and Across different. writ*hl-

systems.- The knowledge accumulated so far has enabled us to ask fUrther. questions

concerning relations ,among orthography,
reading and dyslexia. Let us look at some

the developments./

A. LEARNING/TO REAb AT THE ENTRY LEVEL

While the problem of reading disability is pervasive in languages adopting the-

/

alphabetic principle (e.g., English, German, Spanish, etc.), the rarity of reading

-
.

.

disability atIthe begtffhing level has been noted in languages AdoptiRg,syllabary

logographic SySttritS (Makita, 19614, Tzeng & Hung, 1980). ,.lbe ease of acOuisitiOn

the logogwhic system was further attested to by the ,widely cited study

Philadel"phia, 7,th' a group of second grade school children with serious reading

problems. These children continued to have problems_even after extensive tutoring by

conventional methods but wire able to make rapid progress ift4 earning and reading

.materialt written.in Chinese characteFt
Poritsky,,& Sotsky

While the evidence_ appears impressive, ont4hould be cautious in. intet00104

the results reported in the,abdife studies. The study reported by Makita (1968) ano

tbe otecited--Iff:Tzengand
HOW9'098ere both crudt:Auty0YrepartS.,An:Oq!I ja041

and Taiwan where literacy': is highly valued and a great deal of social pressurej



-

always imposed upon schools to make the school look good, a simple survey on reading

disability can never tell the whole stony:. Furthermore; different countries have

different criteriefor reading disabilities.. As cogently pointed out by Stevenosn et

al. (1982),,. the concept of sonic:ono possessing a 1!.clisability",ts very d$fficult fpr

Chinese and Japanese-people to understand. In both culture$, retardation in reading

-

would be attributed to lack of proper training and poor motivation. Thut, evidence

such as.that provided above -cannot be interpreted too enthusiastically WithoUt

,eppropriate cross7Cultural'ioitrat. Rozin et eli's (1971) results are interesting,

but,method ogical weaknesses make theth less impressive than'they firit appear.. We

think it 4s fair to'say that -so far no hand evidence has been. provided the

rarity of reading disability in e certain type of orthogr'aph'y (see also Stevenson et

al., 1982).

To build our cross -or hography study on an empirical foundation, we should look

into the problem of re ding disability with respect to three specific criteria.

1111

First, we should examine the..sk431aLcsof the general learning disability. Second,

we should differentiate from the population of the general learning disabled the

proportion of disabled readers who have problems specifically related to speech,

L-problems. Third, we should examine the difficulties of learning,to read'a particular

orthography by those deaf children who have been deprived of speech. With respect to

general learning disabilities, we should expect to find an independence between

orthorgraphy and.reading disability. W'th respect to the second Criterion, we shOuld.

expect to find that learning to read
effectively'is dictated by the special script-

speech relation embedded in a . particular orthography. In an alphabetic writing

system such as English orthography, the .pt-speech mapping represents

morphophonemic relation (Hung & Tzeng, 1981; Vetezky, 1970). In order for a 'reader

to be able to recode the printed word into its phonological representation, he/she

must have developed some kind of "lfhguistic awareness" -concerning the spoken

language (see Mattingly, 1979, for a review) and he/she must ,be phonologically mature



enough to be able to see the morphophonological regularities inherent in the script-

speech relation of English orthography. Liberman et.al. (1980) have argued that

the two special deMands may account on the one hand, for the elusiveness of the

phabetic principle in the history of writing systems. and, on_the other hand, for

the frequent failure of learning to read among American children. Many other studies

have also found correlations, ranging from 48 to .84,- betweet(phonemic.awarenesnd

learning to read English (Calfee, Lindamood, & Lindamood 1974 Chall, Rosewell &

7
Ellobmenthai,l 1964 Fox & Routh, 19764 Helfgott, 19764. Rosner &;Simon 1971).

However, the-direction of causality in7these studies .is controversial (Stevenson:-

al., 1982).

The third criteriOnlisted above may be the only true. test for the ease of;1

learning a certain orthography. Without the experience of speech and now foreeditol--;

learn a writing system which is: parasitic on anuarf4miliar spoken language, the deaf

children's difficultiet
in learting'to read are no surprise. TheAuestion is

they have a much easier time in learning to read Chinete.as coMpareirtO jearning to

read English? ;* We have a lot of statistics to suggest thatdeaf readers do not cope:/

well in learning to read English (for:e:revieW see Hung,. Tteng & Warren, 1981). Fer

example, in a large-scale study
carried out in the U.S.:in:1974 special version'O

the Standard Achievement Teit wis:standardizedop a.sample of' nearly 7,000 hearth

impaired, students. The median score on the paragriaph reading subset reached a grade?,

equivalent of about 4.5 among students aged 20 and above (Trybui & Karchmer, 1977

Comparable :statistics are not currently-available
about the reading achievement o

deaf children ° Jp-,-1Ar and Taiwan (or mainland f F However, there are report$

from secondary_ sourc.7s which indicatt4hat dea, children of these countries do not

seem to have easier time than AMertcan deaf children in learning to rea*::A001,

respective writing systems. For-example, Peng (1978) reported that among one'quOrtet

of a milliokOr so deif people in 4apan '26%.are considered illiterate and theeSI

are considered as semi literate.
Similarly, in a book dedicated to the promotion 01



education for the deaf children, illiterate is also listed as the number one problem

among the deaf populati6 (Kuei, 1981).'

Thus, althought precise-statements are diffcicult to make, it does seem clear

that /there is no such thing as an easier orthography at the entry level of learning

/
to/r epd. Scripts, regardless of its orthographic principle, were developed maily to

transcribe the speech at various levels. A deaf children, being deprived of speech,

...

would have difficulty in attempting to decipher the script-speech code and that

diffculty seems to be an universal 811e. However, this conclusion should still be

accepted with: caution since the data base from which he conclusion was drawn was

only a very crude estiTation. The picture is further complicated by the

misunderstanding of sign languages and their relations to the written scripts. So,

retardation of ;,,reading ability among ieaf children may be due to inappropriate

)
intervention programs and have nothing to do with orthography. Careful specification

of the error patterns emerged during learning to read in order to get at the

processes of how to integrate print with meaning remains to be done.

B. Hemispheric Specialization for Processing Written Language

There is reading disability W.children'that it known by a variety of titles,

from word blindness', strephosymbolia, congeital ilexia,,specific learning disability

specific reading, disability, and specific reading retardation to dyslexia,: or

congenital, specific, or developmental Ayslexia.It-is.still not known whether, It is

a single sYndrome.or a loose .Collection of vaguelj, related disabilitiet.

researhcers ' 'attribute children's .failure of learning to read to the

neUrp-bological deficits of their cerebral organitationfiii*-Bradshaw_A Nettleton:

. 19e8J fA) AsMentioned before OrthographiC variations embeddedin the

scripti4eech relations have to be accommodated by our brain.- In .thiS connection,

specification of the interactions'between orthography and cerebral organization can

provide us *portant information'concerning the` neuropsychological pathways between.



print. and meaning. This types of .
crost-language investigations at the

neuropsychological level has just begun. HoweVer experiments froM last. Several

years have already generated interesting and exciting reseults at both theoretiOal

and practical levels (Hung & Tzeng, 1981; Tzeng, ikpress).

The human cerebral cortex is. divided into left and right hemispheres, and

pretUmabli''iht'two hemispheres functiOn
cooperatively in normal cognitive. activities

inclUding reading. Ne4ertheless the idea that these two hemispheres may astume

different types of functions has been intensely studied over t 19f .surs (see

review in ,Hardyck et al., 1978). The term lateralization refers to the-:=

- specialization of the left and right hemispheres the brain for different.

functions. Expeilmental findings-of and the rationale behind the visual hemi field.:

experiment and the actual experimedtal set-up have been reviewed by Hung and iTzeng,:

(1981). Suffice it to say herte-is that in recent years there have been suggestions;

that learning to read different writing systems may.result in differePt patterns of

visual lateralization. For example, it" ha; been observed that tachistoscopic

recognitiOn of phonetic-based scripts tends to show a right visual field -left

hemitOhere superfortty effeCt whereas; ecognitiOn of logographiC Symbols tendi- t

visual field-right hemisphere superioritylsee Tzeng, Hung, Cotton,

r.

Wang 1979 for a:revieW). A cerebral orthography-specific localization hypothesis

been proposed to account for these data (Hatta, 1977). This hypothesis, wasi

challenged by_Tzeng -al. (1979) whOfound that,In fact, the left -visual' field

superiority was o obtained !ithrecOgnitionof
single-charactert and that-a right

visual field superiority similar to that obtained with alphabetic mateMals, was

, .

obterved when two or more characters -which make up a linguistic term were use
_-

Tzeng-et Anterpretedthese -differential
vitual,lateralizatipkeffects- as

reflecting function-specific property of the, two hemisphere -,1(1.edttle

orthOgraphy.tpecificlocalization hypothesis.
Specifically. they ac.ed 100

'hemisphere lateralized. timing mechanism that -is responsible ;for humon:langUagC



reading included. Let us examine this view more closely.

Duality of patterning and the Three Ss.

Human beings communicate with language which assumes three different formats,

namely, speech, sign language, and script. As communicative mediums, all-these three

Ss involve the manipulation of some motor gestures to transmitsignals. For speech,

one maneuvers his/her lip, jaW, tongue and larynx to shape the vocal tract in order

to make various acoustic patterns (Wang, 1971). For sign languages, one moves and

changes hand shapes through space to create multidimensional, layered donfigurations

(Bellugi, 1980). Finally for script, one use handwritig and typewriting to capture

his/her idea:, dnd transmit them to readers (Hung &Izeng, 1981). Hence, with respect
. 4

to production, all three communicative tools require a neuronal mechanism for the

selection, sequencing and timing of the motor - commands. The consequence is a

biological constraint imposed by the organismic structure, of the signaling system

whose evolution apparently lags behind the cultural evolution which prodeeds at a

much quicker pace and has developed in infinitely more directions. To resolve-ych a

mismatch between the rates of biological and cultural evOlution our communicative

system has adopted a sequential strategy at the signaling level and the result is the

emergence of a most unique feature called "duality" of patterning" (Rocket, 1960).

In a sense, the sequential strategy is a device chosen by the signaling system

Overcome its biological :limitatiOns at *both production (the VocalAratt) and:
,

reception,.(the ears):(MittinglY Mg; Warren;,1976),.and. meet the dethand. imposed by

an )eVer increasing and expanding cognitive world. .1'() appreciate this strategy, we .

need only take a look at"hOW Agto increaseoCabolary'-with limited ,:elements.

Suppose :_there are only': two 0i0entaryitates,-Say Land 0 :in a signaling system`,

-

then by themselves only two cognitive events can be labeled, .
With:the adVeni.of.: a

sequential :prOperty, theie two elemepts can be

states namely, 0'0)1 10, and _11, resulting in foUr Imssible

COmbined-to form fourMfferent.

labels for four

events. It 44A be easily'; seen that by producing ..these.two basiceleMents in



tl

triplets eight events tanbelabeled inthe names of '000,, 001, 010 011, 10, 101

110, and 111. Thus, with n-tuples, one can create a lexicon of 2 entries. From this

it can be shown that with m different elementary signals in seqUences of length n,

one can produce arlabels to describe cognitive events. It also follows that as the

length of the sequences increases linearly, the potehtial size of the vocabulary

increases, -exponentially.
Therefore, the sequential Strategy, is an efficient way to

achieve a large vocabulary with a limited number of 'basic elementary. signals. -Let Us"'

take a cloier look at how the strategy is realized in human languages.

in his seminal paper;Ncharles F. Hockett (1960) pioneered an appeoach that uses

"design features." These features illow,us to see-more clearly how human language

.has a basically distinct logical_ desigil-'from say, the dante of the stickleback fish

or the repertory of calls ofthe gibbon. One feature that was singled out to bil

unique to human comMLnicution7isthe
adoption of the .sequential -strategy and in -fattig.

this strategy is so powerful that all languages makedOuble ese of it; At-tie

'Sentence level, every khown language has thousands of words in its vocabulary whit

can be arranged in different sequences to form an enormous variety of diffireh

vsentences. Similarly, at the lexical level, 'the various speeth sounds in_ a language

. .

can be arranged in different sequences to form thOusandS,ofT different words:,, At both

-levels, the meaning
representation and the signal representation are kept.separate0

feature called "duality of patterning." This feature makes-:possible mapping4t

'immensely .complex cognitive world onto a simple set of no ,more 'than-several
_ ,

motor gestures. The expresslye power. f language' lies part in Ike large hum

possibilities in whtchthetegestutes may-be-sequence. For',example,-= the

Land:
.

,

,..;.
,

words, :

TACK. CAT, and ACT, are totally distinct-'as,Ito.,meaning,-,and,-yet--ire,P.0945*p "` .. ,

.
c t, , ,

..' --:

.

4.. .

of the same three basic, meaningless -sOund segments. -in:-different_i_permutatiOS
, - ,

,;.

Adequate understandin g of an y word; thereftre, presupposes thacthe- Word ';Ciiti,=.:.,_

_ .

....
._ . .

distinguished_ from all:, other words that share, the same linziiiitit property. In 'Ot.lie

. t 4-,-; '.

,c+,mli

,,-'-2

swords-; itriMplies- a choice from.-among_wiet ;-1 phonetitally siMilar words.- If SUchi

thoiccias-Motemadei,
be7posstble-to,:understand\the

meaning 0



Given the 'limited number of signals our motor/Perceptual system can command and

the ever growing Size*of vocabulary in the language, what is needed s a device which,

serves as the interface to join an intellect4 which initiatds, comprehends and stores

an immense- amount of messageS, to the highly con trained signal

_prochiction/transission/apprehension systioL. The requirement for a sequential

strategy in order to expand its information transthission capacity and at the. same

time to limit the signal length scfsas. noi to overburn the memory system becomes

-

obviotis. As siberman and Studdart-Kennedy (1977) put it, If we-are to keep the

number ofsegmenes per word within bounds,-we must respect order: a word like /dam/

must be distinguished from its mirror image /mad/." (p.24).

There is however, a price one still hp to pay in using the sequen ial

strategy: It undoubtedly t4es longer to produce a sequence: of n signals than to, _

prodUce a single signal ., In order -for thi sequentially' organized signaling- system to:

work. efficiently, the signals .;must 'be :produced very briefly and-must f011Ow each

other in raPid_succession. Since bur vocal tracts is primarily ia group of deVices for-
.- .

.'

breathing and eating; 'a great 'deal, of: structural modifiCation must. have occurred as a

result of coordinating the primary (eating and breathing)- and :secondary functions

(rapid production of 1peech ,si gnal s ) Thus, unlike other animals, humans have
.

evolved a complicated setof-facial muscles that allow great mobility of the lips,

cheeks, and jaw. They haie also evolved muscularT'and flexible torrgue that cari-move-':

freely' in the-m tlioi*oye theyhave teeth set ,side by side `to form

lb.

barrier :Or ridge. all the way around' the gum,so of ;:,ttie' upper: and rower' -jaw.
,.

meetwhen he' jar is :.4fOsed . Finally, thk 'pharynx passage ,from the back of the=7;''
_

mo,y0;:. to the '.:e.ntra00( the lung's.; is mOdhl miler than in atter, primates-,.thus

1.

increasing versatility of the vocal -tract: fi l ter ilieber044, 1975)

con ribute ,'.to the bi 1 itY of ,makiiii
rott,speiksfgnals. 14,41 'fa

eve! wings machine , (Note the descent of the l arynic into. the neck- was

biologically 'risky... -_,,40,7,41aborated swallowing reflex was required' to preventfood ,

from' enterin4t4e 14ngs. ) ApparintlY, the human- drpacity angila9e. has .

Veit fri. a

f,^



way that not only exploits the sequential principle but also allows it to perform at

an efficient rate.

We should suppose, then, then that compromise is manifested in phonology

whith restructured the information in the:messages so as to make, it compatible with

our sound -signaling ability, and thus, match the
pontentialities :of the message-

generating -intellect to the limitations of the vocal tract and ear (Liberman i-

Studdart-Kennedy, 107). In his recent award-reception address, Liberman. (1982) has:...

argued that for the speech code to be possible at such 4 phonetic level. two .a-

.requirements are absolutely necessary: the phones must be communicated at a high raW;

and their 'order must be properly apprehended by' the listener. In the conversion o

absolute phones to concrete sounds, there is a restructuring of information sych that-r

the capprising segments. would haveithelr component gestures thoroughly intereaved.
,

Such 'revarticulation" enables a speakers to prOduce segments, at rates considerably, k$,

higher than the rates at which he/she must change the status of his/her articulatory!

muscles (Cooper, 1972). It also allow the listener to evade the limitation of the'-

'auditory systeai, Thus, the apparent -advantage of the wluentiil strategy-was furtherL,

sustained by the. propetty that increasing signal length anywhere near a 'factor Of tilt

per step does not require :Slowing -.down:Otoduction, .transmission
and/or 'aPpreOension..,,,,

.

in

.

a:', series. :of .experiments,entt , anAi chard Warren- d- his s assotiates (Warren & Ackroff4'.

... _ . . , . ... ..

1976; Warren; .0buiek, Ftainet 'Warren; :1969), have demonstrated- that numan. beings,are:. ,.

. _very poor=at:retognIz149 the order of 4 th;:_series of arbitrarysounds, such

. hisS,-- a' high tone, fa 'Lew tone, and a' buzz. Even when each hiss, tone or buzz is.299,

miec 'Ion9, (as long Or Iongei! 'than the Oration of:-'iost phoneMes), _ their- sub*,

simply not accurately_ _ reccigni -the temporal order a fixed Sequence of ,three-o_

or nut 0 nonsprecti segments; -In` cuntrast4 pent: speaker 'produce _ ,phoneoT

about every Ycl cosec, a rate of :about Wphonemes ; 0) six es a .second 'OW00

listener i s reams to perc01),d the stream at speech. at, such rate. wit4'

,

!!!!)0.:

rates, of ro posl t s001i ileJ heenI reported I

aft



silent reading is much faster than that of speech. In fact, it is the sensitivity to

:ime as for production and perception that characterizes the unique -feature of.

.-

ivality of patternitg in human communication. This type_ of information exchange must

impose tremendous demands on both the.p.roduction and perception systems responsible

for resolving and maintainihg the temporal sequences of inputjoutput segments.

A Mechanism for-Finer TemOoral Resolution in the Left-Hemisphere,

Over the past Century, or so, we have learned a great deal about the brain and

about language. When the impairment of a linguistic function is highly correlated

with darnageito* particular region of 'thl brain the conclusion is usually that the

function is served by ttia region.' It is truf that the evidence is 'abundant that not

alt brain tissues are equally involved in every mental behavior. Nevertheless, from

studies, of split-brain patiehts (Gazzaniga & Sperry, 1967; Zaidel, 1978) and of-

- 0

aphasic patients who suffered stroke, traumatic' injuries, ,etc. (Lenneberg,
,

1967), it

has been well established that for most people language appears to,be located in'the

left hemisphere. ,In
additida;this statistic has been confirmed, by_ the results, of

s injection of amobarbital into-the carotid artery. Most of the cerebral hemisphere on

the injected side.is transiently anesthesized. In almost. all right-handers and

majority of left-handers, the ;Cadent becomes unable to speak after left -side

injection but not after right-side injection, (Perria Rosadini & Rosii.1961;

granctr& RasniusSen, 1964): This cliixfcarobservation is consistent with -results. from

,studies of nprmal right-handed subjects with experimental' paradigths such as dichotic
_ .

listening and visual hemi-field

Given the evidence for'the cerebral lateral ization of human langdage, the next

lbgical step in the investigation of hemispheric sPeCification is to identify the
. _

!'mechanism responsible for the lateral ization. Decades of experbental and

observations,- hOWever, have not -resolved the,-cOntroversiesf: as. to whith-asPects of

linguistic behaviors are responsible for this lateral zati "The

::reason ; that past research has failed to answer this question --may lie- in the

I



difficulties of first trying to .sort out various aspects of linguistiC

embedded -_in a. string of utterances (or sign signals) and =then to -deterMine

critical - one(s)- 'Oat responsible for the driving fnrCe- :behind-

lateralitation. It should' not be too hard to appreciate the complexittesin4-01Vedt
; a

the linguistic analysis of even a .simple utterance: semantic, syntactic, -phonit4C

pragmatic . -and_ ,aaybe other. forms ,--of infoimiation are always present we

intricately related to one another.-
Nevertheles, it:shoUld not oe top_ hard eithi

to appreciate the fact that such complexity is the result of- evolution-synce:the,'tia

when our signal ing- systeM stumbled on a track whictuMade it different:from those
= -

other .animals. in considering the lateralization issue from an -e4oltitlonti

persPective,- it may be better for us not to worry: about the _many different.,

branches..-on,the top of'the grown -up tree; instead, we shop focus, on the etot,iiht
_

our rudimentary foir=of the signal iricsystem started its course. --As -cogently,.

Francis Crick (1979), "Tbere-are often Simple .processes underlying the complexiti

-of nature, .but evolution has usually overlaid theniwith baroque modifications-
. . .

additions; To= see through to the underlying simplicity; which in most instam

- ,

evolved rather early, is often_ extremely (p. 232).

TAnong the three Ss, speech hasbeen said ,to be.- _medium -of ._1690

and, arguments have been put forth that -humans; have evolved.---structU
_

physiologicalmecilanisMs adaptedfor communication by speeth!.(10.:-heiri40;_

recent studies on sign languages have,revealed that the visuil-manual languages-

have taken their own course of develOpment as autonomous languages, yet n000

share many essent-ial .properties with spoken (Klima &

if' we are TOOking for the root from which our comniunication4system-took. a is coot

the answer appal ently cannot be _the property i ty sps modalieCif:1C-- nal
. =

.

(Merton,- 1980). _ Whet. then _I's' the*
crittcal..1.feature :which: is -coninon to all- three

but distinctive with respect to thoseiripettfied,featUres.in .animal :communications

have argued in the previous section that: it'l s. the feature of 7chialiiy of4iiiitter

ic strategy:to
!fat



we accept the Contention that a sequential strategy as an interface device between

the vast size of meaningful messages and the limited number of meaningless segments

°

necessary for the evolution of language, then we may further propose that

realization of such strategy it responsible for driving the language:function to the

left hemisphere. Such a proposal israther plausible at the physiologicil level: All

we have to assume is that the two cerebral heMisphere differ in their rates of

processing (as the -result of, for example, differences in neurophysiological designs,

see Semmes, 1968), with the left hemisphere showing finer, acuity in tempOral

resolution (Hammond, 1982). All (or most of) other higher-level cognitive functions

which show left-hemispheric doMinance. are no more than the elaboration of such

differences in'temporal resolution between hemispheres.

There is now ample neuropsychological evidence that such a mechanism for finer

temporal resolution .is localizedin the left hemisphere. Damage to this mechanism

not only disables ',patients' motor sequential behaviors but also impairs their

lAnguage ability'in both produCtion and perception (Albert, 1972, 1976; Efron 1963.).

GleatOn & Hyde, 1970). Results from these studies with aphasic. patients

left hemisphere 'is dOMinant-,for: normal laeiguage\pecause of its

predominent capacity to retain andA;iilize the sequential of acoustic.inputt

using: electrical stimulation-, mapping techniqUeduring-craniotOmY under
,,

imply that the

RecentlY,

local anesthesia

4ble--to shoiv that

altered from

for the resection' of epileptic foci,- Ojemann and Mateer (1979) were

sequential orofacial Movements and phoneme identification'were

the same brain sites of the left hemispheie and thus identified-a common

processes elements both. of language production

most aphasic

retultstrecOnsistent with Mateer ana,kfMbra's (1977) -finding tht

'

,patientsincluding those with predominantly 'receptive defect show
0

abnormalities in sequential control of'Oral' movements.

Though the

mechanism and

clinical evidence supporting a left-hemisphere temproal-based

its association with language behavior,has been,yery.impressive,',the,

ultimate testing gr_OUnd for neuropsycholbgical theory should come, from our ability_t



--simulates neurological- conditions, dissociations and deficits in the normal brain.

440

Hence, it is important to look for evidence from the testing of normal subjects.

Fortuhately, a recent experiment by Tzeng, Hung, and 'Wang (1982) has shown.'

unequivocally a robust effect of'left-hemisphere dominance in 'coding the temporal

_ sequence of linguistit materials. This experiment involves a specially developed

technique of presenting letter sequences with a tachistoscOpic recognition paradi9M._

.

(' .

Onjach trial, there were three letters Presented.one by one onto the right I

visual field (RVF) or left visual field (LVF) of the screen ithin eGerbrand 4-field

Tachistoscope. To avoid backward masking, a 30 msec dark blank was inserted between /

consecutive letter presentations. The critical aspect of the experiment is Ithe

presentation location of each letter. Takes the word CAT fcir example. The three

letters C, A, and T were presented in that order. However, the letter C was

presented in the center of the RVF (or LVF), the second le7er, A, was presented 1/4

inch above the location where the first letter, had just b,en shown, and finally, the

third leiter T,,Was
presented 1/4 inch below the locatio of the first letter. At any

instance only a-tingle. letter -shown on the Green. If subjects correctly;'

integrate the: temporal sequence, then they should:Tepo t the word-CAT. However

they Jailed to codethelempOril sequence,. then th re should be a high probability;_

..

that they would report the word ACT instead'because what was
still available in-their:

icon shOuld be a string of letters.arranged
ertically as A,. C, andj.! For the

.
L

purpose:fof clarification,
shows4s-diagraim which depicts. the 4retentati0;,

sequenceof.atenterAigit
and the three letters. It-Should be7noted-that4hether-4

)-..-',

not SuOjectsWere*ttestful in todingthe temporal information their response WOul

..;

,

I ,
,,

4 : ..-

be a legal Englittrword.Therefore,the
experimental-result_Would*t be

confOunde!

by the response bias of NOrdness." This aipect is als6:100ortantln ruling out iiN
--

pOssible..tonfoUnding of different viatabulary sizes between the right and l'ef

emispheres.'

nsirt:figure 1 aboutJsiref-_:

alma wao

tt.
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Forty right-handed college students (20 males and 20 females) were recruited

from the University of California, Riverside campus.

'Tables 1 and 2 summarize the experimental results for male and 'female subjects

respeCtively in terms of mean numbers of correct word reports accordingto the

, temporal order of presented letters ai a function of visual field (LVF vs. RVF). In

both Tablei;-the mean numbers of correct wordreports according to the spatial order

of the presented letters are also listed. The results are clearcut. For all

subjects, regardless of sex, the ability to report the words according to the

temporal order of the preseated,letters is higher when the letters are presented in

the RVF than when preiented in the LVF. The data were evaluated with dependent t-

test and the results showed t(19) = 5.96; p<.001.and t(19) = 4.65, p<.001 for male

and female subjects, respectively-. If we collapsed the data AcrkIss both sexes, then

of the 40 subjects tested, only two (both females) showed minute-reversals and four

(1 male aid 3' females) showed equivalent performance on both-visual fields. The

overall statistical analysis yielded significant. difference (21.62 vs. '26.43)`

strongly favoring the RVF presentation t(39) 7.48, p<.001. Thus, it is'fair to

say that compared with results from.other visual hemi7field: expeOments, most-,

impressive of the present set of results is the 'persittence_Of a RVF:-

superiority across almOst4-11subjetts. It isAlsvAnteresting to note that female:'

tOjects ihow a:- les Stable pattern of left hemispheielateralizatton while still
. _

maintaining the highly significant level of left-hemisphere dominance tn 'temporal

coding. This may suggest that a lesser degree of hemispheric cognitive

specialization in females may be compensated for by greater activation of the

hemisphere Ispecializedfor t particular task. Such a suggestion is shown in data of

cerebral bloodJlow
.

YoUhk1O, ROsen Skolnick,:and:Reivich :19821.

cognitive attiyity (Gur, Gur,

Intert Table 1-and 2 about here
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The results of the above experiment demonstrateda left-hemisphere lateratized

mechanism' for finer temporal ,resolution. A follow-up study with exactly the same

experimental procedure butreplacing lettersetith colored dots was carriedout by the

,same group 'of researches. It was found. that no lateralization pattern was observad

during the first block of 60 trials in- which right-handed subjects attempted to

identify the 'sequential order of the three colored dots. However, during the second

block of another 60' trials, after
subjects becoming more or less familiar with the

range of possible permutation patterns, a left-hemisphere dbminance was again

observed,at the significant level of .01. This result is important fbr at least

three reasons. First, it indfcatet that results from the previousstudy with letters

were not due to the claim that the left hemisphere seems to-knowLmore words than the

right hemisphere (Kimura, .1961; Zaidel, 1976). Rather, the result-siioests a

diffe ?ent tnterpretation.
That is, the reason far the left) hemispheric superiority

in word recognition is its greater ability at traaing the -sequencet_of-segments-i-

regardless of whether they are audible sounds Or visible patterns:, Second, the

result of the color experiment take,n together With the
observation of severe deficit

in manual and oral sequential movements.among. left-hemispheric lesion 'Patients, alid:

indicates that the temporally-based mechanism
ii.amodal as well as prelinguistic__

nature. Finally, the fact that the left hemisphere showed its dominance only ifter

subjects gaining 'some familiarity with these stimulus
iaiterns suggests that such

sequential coding is beneficial only when input stimuli become -unitized. Th

particular feature of cerebral asymmetry provides -the, -`essential clue to, th

underlying mechanism for the lateralizatioin of language tii)the left hemisphere. 0

the one -.hand.' there is the recRiirement of the feature of duality of patteriling iii

order to achieve a vastly increasing size of lexical units in human language.

other., hand. the finer-temporalretOTUtionROWerAn:theT0i
hemisphere provides "`.

oppOrtUnity for- better sequential coding. It- was only natural, -..ther that li
: :

:_.

1 angliage
einerged-:-ant'eialved in the left hemisphere."

) ----
, BEST COPY AVA1LML
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In sum, these experimental results demonstrate a left-hemisphere lateraiized-

mchanism for finer temporal resolution in normal right-handed subjects. This

specific mechaniSm enables their subjects to keep track of the temporal sequence of

the Presented linguistic' materials in order to form a word.' Their result is

consistent with the clinical observation that brain damage which leads to persisting

language wdeficits usually include-sites which had been identified as common to motor

sequencing aridOhdAithe identification. If.: duality of patterning is the most

important design feature' which makes human language distinctive from other animal

communication systems, then these data and other clinical and neurosurgical evidence

point to the Nypothesis that the phylogenetic emergence,of.langUage is faCilitated by

a left-hemisphere timing mechanism-which underlies both language (speech, script, and

sign language). and sequential motor movements. It is probable that a precise timing

mechanism would increase the survival capacities of the early hominids. Undoubtedly,

successful hunting and fighting requires precise ttming -(even simple rock throwing

requires precise timing to be right at the target). Thus, it is not a coincidence

that handedness fs an indication of hemispheric specialization and that it is one of

- the best predictors for language lateralization.

.

Implications

The idea that language lateralizes because it needs to take advantage of a

precise timing mechanisit the left hemisphere helps to integrate most research

findings concerning the cerebral asymmetry in processing speech. Ever since Kimura

(1961) discovered a right ear, advantage (REA) for dichotically presented verbal

materials, investiytors of hemispheric specialization have been trying to pinpoint

the exact itlement in the verbal stimuli which is responsible for the left hemisphere

superiority: A simple dichotomy-of verbal 'versus nonverbal is certainly wrong.

Several recent findings are particularly enlightening (see Cutting, 1974). First, it

was found that the largest REA- iS,produced when stop consonants /b,p;b,t,g,k/ are

7,74LOresented-716.'7pairs'-dichotically'.--Second-,Hit-wai also'foUnd that liquids, /1/
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and /0) produced a less strong REA. Third, with steady-state vowels (such

and /E/) as stimuli, no REA was produced. Schwartz and Tallal (1980) notice that

these stimuli not only belong to different phonetic classes, butalso differ in the

rate of change of acoustic cues that characterize their spectra (Liberman,11982).
k

They hypothesize that there may be -a direct relationship between rapid tepof.al

processing And_speech
processing and that such a

relationship is responsible for REA.

Indeed, in,a dichotic-listening experiment with normal right-handed. subjects, they

are able to demonstrate that altering the temporal component of the acoustic spectra

within a phonetic class results in a significant change in the magnitude of the REA.

This finding, in conjunction with those mentioned above, strongly supports ca4r:

contention that the superiority of the left-hemisphere for linguistic processing

reflects left-hemispheric dominance in processing rapidly changing acoustic features

by binding together phonetic segmenfs_ so that at rapid transmission rates the

_

temporal order and segmentation for speech may be, preserved:

The specification of the importanCe Ofa left4lemisphere mechanism for finer'

temporal resolution has further implications for reading research. It has been

claimed that a "culturally recent" and perhaps cortically overlaid language

.subsystem, such as reading, is particularly labile with respect to its cortical

neurb7substrate.and that its capacity is most likely, associated with considerable

.

anatomical. variabilities of cortical representation
LeMay, RoSenberger-3

Perlo, 1978). It telalitrue that reading diSabillty is widespreW among the

;.children of this coUntry.: jXaMinationt of poOrl)eginning.readers reveal; xtminw
beginning

defect in immediate memory for item order

codes .(Katz, Shankweiler &

especially that associated with phonetic

Liberman, 1981). It may be that some of these pool

beginning readers are unable to utilize the left ,heMisphere tieing mechanism to cod

the correct letter seguenceinthe'prihted.array
and.thus Are.fOrced.to.adopt4 righ

hethisphere,reading:strategy:by
referenceAo overall-pattern recognition,'-but withou

access to the graPheme-to4honeme
correspondence rules (Witelson, 1976; alio-Se

Zaidel, 1980,-for
a_similar point).' In a recent study with experimental pariidign

BEST,C



similar to that used by Tieng et. al. (1982) but with evoked potentials as the

dependent measure, Bentin and Carmon (1983) were able to show that greater amount of

brain activities occurred In the left hemisphere during reading, _especially when a,

sequential strategy was employed by the reader to encode the input letters. It has

also been reported that dyslexics have qualitatively and quantitatively different

we.

*.eyemovement patterns and characteristics from all other readers,--hot only -during

reading, but also in the-simple sequential task of tracking sequentially.moving light

sources (Pavlidis, 1981). It is ppggible_that such)defects_are reiults of_incomplete

cerebral lateralization (Orton,:1937; Zurif & Carson, 1470). Thus, .further -study of

the interaction between hemispheric functioning. and reading ability would,Shed light.

on the role of the timing mechanism in reading. skills.

We have been trying to point out that the proposition of left-hemisphere

laterali zed mechanism for/finer temporal _ resolution_ig,compatiblewithmost-:---

experimental and clinical data on the production and reception of speech, script, and

signs. A direct, implication is `that -it is not the structure of language that is

lateralized; rather,. it is the processing mechanism to get at the structure that

leads to the menifestation of a lateralized language. An indirect implication from

such a proposition is that at a segmental level guage, such as lexical decision

task, the right hemisphere may be able to perform some "language like" activitiel.

The only differences are that it is slower and may use a totally different strategy

(e.-g., "ideographic" strategy) in'word;recOgnition.

enough data on the "righthemisphere
/
language" to support this

Zaidel (1983) has acctimUlated .

results of right hemisphere dominanCe in processing single Chinese characters can be

used to argue for such an ideographic strategy.

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, our concern is with

cortical functions. Our ultimate goal is to find out the biological fouhdation of

human communication With respect to the three Ss (i.e. speech, sign,/fanguage, and



script). On the one hand,- while both speech and,sign language evoive as, primary

-linguistic systems scripts was developed to transcribe mainly the former in terms of

various orthographic. principles (namely, logographic, syllabic, and alphabetic

mapping-rules). Consequently, learning to read presents tremendous difficulty to the

-deaf children who are deprived of the privilege of speech. On the other hand, both

sign language and script are produced by hands and perceived by eyes, whereas speec

signals :'are.. transmitted via the vocal tract and received by ears. Thus, moda it

specific properties 'of information processing seem- to impose- certain types of-

language cognitive constraints on the acquisition of these three diffegent types of

language skills. The cOmmunalities

modultfid by the brain. therefore; disCoVeriWoUSimilarities:anddiftere:40! among

thete infOmatioprocessing systems within and across differtpt. cultures -an13

languages shOuld'. shed light on the fUnctiOnel-organizatiOn-of OUr;brainAs the

and icontrasts` among them are. course

. ,

editors of the book Deep Dyslexia, cogently put it 'Brain may be similar: -from one

culture to another .but orthographies certainly are P. viii).. we: are 'in. an-,-

era in which cross-language comparison of higher cortical funttions in reading should

reveal important :information concerning how that same.brain adapts to orthographic


